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Crossing Paths: Revisiting Schumann 
in History and Performance 
◄ 
The School of Music recognizes the 150-year anniversary of the death of 
Robert Schumann with a festival of concerts and lectures probing 
Schumann's creative world, his compositional process, and the influ-
ences on and by this most personal composer. Familiar and rarely heard 
works will be performed by Maria Clodes, the Muir Quartet, Ian Hob son 
(piano), other faculty and students, with lectures given by William 
Kinderman and Deborah Stein . 
Here, a desired life in music is grounded in great teaching, demanding 
performance, solid scholarship and devoted love of the art. We are a 
community wholly in love with the study of, creation of, performance of, 
MUSIC! 
- Phyllis Curtin, Dean Emerita 
Boston University College of Fine Arts 
·r 
Dedication 
One might presume that all schools of music might have equal claim on a strong link 
with Robert Alexander Schumann, whose music they study and perform countless 
tiffies. We in Boston University's School of Music, however, had the good fortune of 
possessing John Joseph Daverio , as student and faculty member for a quarter of a cen-
tury, and his special link to Schumann cannot be denied. As a child violinist, he per-
formed Schumann, and as a college student , he grew to love the music more than that 
of most others among the great composers he encountered. His dissertation may have 
had nothing to do with 19th-century music, but the work of Schubert, Brahms and 
especially Schumann remained central to his sense of scholarly mission. 
Late in Schumann's life, his mental problems led to his being committed to an asylum. 
He managed to compose a great deal of music during this period, though it would not 
be published or performed until after his demise. Critical opinion of most of it , from 
the very beginning through to our own time, has been decidedly negative. John 
Daverio strongly believed this judgment to be short-sighted and flawed . In key peri-
odical articles, he defended the late music, and finally he brought all his discoveries 
and insights together in a biography of Schumann that would be quickly and univer-
sally accepted as definitive for our time. In its beautifully written pages, he cam-
paigned for the revival of performance interest in the late works , and he succeeded in 
w · · g over several major figures in the world of musical rendition. The choral 
rr has benefited the most, but other genres have also seen the light of day after 
ha ·. been written off as crazy or incompetent. While this has happened all over the 
globe, Boston University has played an important role in this revival, of which our 
school has been justifiably proud , if not satisfied . This festival celebrating the centu-
ry-and-a half since the composer 's death thus accentuates our vital interest and 
attempts to fill in gaps in our own prior Schumann realizations. 
Schumann 's music, more than that of any of the others of the High Romantic genera-
tiqn, has resisted definitive evaluation. He never attained the popular success of 
Beethoven ip. the generation before him, Mendelssohn in his own time, or Brahms in 
the generation afterward. All four of his symphonies remain objects of controversy 
for their form and for aspects of their scoring . His opera Genoveva has not been able 
to find an audience , though it has been staged many times . His cantata Das Paradies 
und die Peri has been called "beautifully long-winded," even by some of his friends . 
His early piano music explores programmatic elements tied to his unusual critical 
stances that ·have disturbed many who feel that it fails to work as pure music. 
Experimental places in his harmonic language have struck some as unmotivated, 
unseemly or simply out of place . Only his many songs for voice and piano have won 
universal praise , particularly his four song cycles, Op. 24, 39, 42 (Frauenliebe und Leben) 
and 48 (Dichterliebe). His piano quartet and piano quintet, as well as his string quar-
tets, have their many partisans and their few but stubborn detractors. Only since 
about 1980 has all of music become accepted as a useful manifestation of his extraor-
dinary personal vision of the individual in society. Perhaps we now enter an age in 
which he will become fully accepted into the canon . 
It seems only the day before yesterday that John Daverio suddenly and mysteriously 
died . We dedicate this festival not only to Schumann but also to his champion among 
us. Our Daverio Memorial Scholarship Fund has grown steadily, but we hope this 
festival helps to speed its way to its goal. For so many of us, every note we hear of 
Schumann brings to mind warm, loving memories of John and all he did for the 
s_chool, for music , and for everyone who knew him. As Schumann composed what we 
c tend are masterpieces, John wrote masterly musicology. For this generation of 
on University School of Music students, faculty and administration, their names 
'- arge gold letters will be eternally tied together . 




COLL EGE of 
Fine Arts 
WOMEN 'S CHORALE 
C 
BOSTON UNIVERSITY WOMEN 'S CHORAL 
and CHAMBER CHORD~ 
ANITA KDPRiss 
and JOSEPH FLUMMERFELT conductors 
Saturday, March 18, 2006 at 8 
College of Fine Arts Concert J~ 
Herbstlied, Op. 43 No . 2 
An den Abendstern, Op. 103 No. 4 
KATE HENCKEL so_p_rano 
MARISSA JOY CLARK alto 
Bedeckt mich mit Blumen, Op. 138 No. 4 
ANITA KUPRISS conductor 
BIANCA OGLICE piano 
STUDENTS OF THE Selections from Frauenliebe und Leben, Op . 42 
VOICE DEPARTMENT 
Seit ich ihn gesehen 
AMANDA BULAT soprano 
Er, der Herrlichste von Allen 
Du Ring an meinem Finger 
MARISSA JOY CLARK soprano 
Stiller Freund, du blickest 
AMANDA BULAT soprano 
Selections from Dichterliebe, Op . 48 
Im Rhein, im heiligen Strome 
Ich grolle nicht 
JOHN DREHER baritone 
Der Arme Peter;'Op. 53 
Der Hans und die Grete tanzen herum 
In meiner Brust, da sitzt ein Weh 
Der arme Peter wankt vorbei 
ERIN BEABER soprano 
Selections from Liederkreis, Op . 39 
Waldesgesprach 
Mondnacht 
AVERY GRIFFIN baritone 
Wehmut 
Friihlingsnacht 
HAI-YUN CHENG mezzo-soprano 
Program continu es on the next page ; Texts begin on page 25 
2 
CHAMBER CHORUS 
JOHANNES BRAHMS (1833-1897) 
SCHUMANN 
Spanische Liebeslieder, Op. 138 
Vorspiel (Prelude) 
Tie£ 1m Herzen trag ich Pein 
JAIME SMITH soprano 
0 wie lieblich ist das Madchen 
CHRISTOPHER LUCIER tenor 
Fluterueicher Ebro 
JAMON MAPLE baritone 
Intermezzo . Nationaltanz 
(Intermezzo: National Dance) 
Weh, wie zomig ist das Madch en 
GALEN HAIR tenor 
Hoch , hoch sind die Berge 
JOHANNA BRONK mezzo-soprano 
Blaue Augen hat das Madchen 
Dun.kier I:ichtglanz 
JOSEPH FLUMMERFELT conductor 
JUSTIN BLACKWELL piano 
INTERMISSION 
0 Schone Nacht 
Abendlied 
Abendstiindchen 
Songs from Zigeunerlieder, Op. 103 
II. Hochgetiirmte Rirnaflut 
V. Brauner Bursche fuhrt zum Tanze 
IX. Weit und breit schaut niemand rnich an 




In der Nacht 
Es ist verraten 
Melancholie 
SHERRI SNOW soprano 
Gestandnis 
MARTIN BAKARI tenor 
Botschaft 
Ich bin geliebt 
JQSEPH FLUMMERFELT conductor 








BOSTON UNIVERSITY WOMEN 'S CHORAL 
and CHAMBER CHORU~ 
ANITA KUPRiss 
and JOSEPH FLUMMERFELT conductor s 
Saturday, March 18, 2006 at 8 
College of Fine Arts Concert J~ 
Herbstlied, Op. 43 No. 2 
An den Abendstern, Op . 103 No. 4 
KATE HENCKEL so_p_rano 
MARISSA JOY CLARK alto 
Bedeckt mich mit Blumen, Op. 138 No . 4 
ANITA KUPRISS conductor 
BIANCA OGLICE piano 
STUDENTS OF THE Selections from Frauenliebe und Leben, Op. 42 
VOICE DEPARTMENT 
Seit ich ihn gesehen 
AMANDA BULAT soprano 
Er, der Herrlichste van Allen 
Du Ring an meinem Finger 
MARISSA JOY CLARK soprano 
Si.iller Freund, du blickest 
AMANDA BULAT soprano 
Selections from Dichterliebe, Op. 48 
Im Rhein, im heiligen Strome 
Ich grolle nicht 
JOHN DREHER baritone 
Der Arme Peter;' Op . 53 
Der Hans und die Grete tanzen herum 
In meiner Brust, da sitzt ein Weh 
Der arme Peter wankt vorbei 
ERIN BEABER soprano 
Selections from Liederkreis, Op. 39 
Waldesgesprach 
Mondnacht 
A VERY GRIFFIN baritone 
Wehmut 
Fri.ihlingsnacht 
HAI-YUN CHENG mezzo-soprano 
Prog ram continu es on the next page; Texts begin on page 25 
2 
CHAMBER CHORUS 
JOHANNES BRAHMS (1833-1897) 
SCHUMANN 
Spanische Liebeslieder, Op. 138 
Vorspiel (Prelude) 
Tief 1m Herzen trag ich Pein 
JAIME SMITH soprano 
0 wie lieblich ist das Miidchen 
CHRISTOPHER LUCIER tenor 
Flutenreicher Ebro 
JAMON MAPLE baritone 
Intermezzo. Nationaltanz 
(Intermezzo : National Dance) 
Weh, wie zomig ist das Madchen 
GALEN HAIR tenor 
Hoch, hoch sind die Berge 
JOHANNA BRONK mezzo -soprano 
Blaue Augen hat das Miidchen 
Dunkler [ichtglanz 
JOSEPH FLUMMERFELT conductor 
JUSTIN BLACKWELL piano 
INTERMISSION 
0 Schone Nacht 
Abend lied 
Abendstiindchen 
Songs from Zigeunerlieder, Op. 103 
II. Hochgeti.irmte Rimaflut 
V. Brauner Bursche fuhrt zum Tanze 
IX. Weit und breit schaut niemand rnich an 




In der Nacht 
Es ist verraten 
Melancholie 
SHERRI SNOW soprano 
Gestiindnis 
MARTIN BAKARI tenor 
Botschaft 
Ich bin geliebt 









MARIA CLODES ~e 0 
ROBERT MERFELD pp~ano iano 
Monday, March 20, 2006 at 8 
Tsai Performance Center at Boston UniverE~ 
Violin Sonata No. 1 
Mit leidenschaftlichem Ausdruck 
Allegretto 
Lebhaft 
Phantasiestiicke, Op . 73 




Piano Trio in G minor, Op . 110 
Bewegt, <loch nicht zu rasch 
Ziemlich langsam-Etwas bewegter 
Rasch - Etwas Zuriickhaltend bis zum 
langsameren 




COLLE G E of 
Fine Arts 
Recital 
PENELOPE BITZAS mezzo-sopr ano 
JAMES DEMLER barit one 
YURI MAZURKEVICH violin 
SHIELA KIBBE piano 
MARIA CLOD ES piano 
Monday , March 27, 2006 at 8pm 
Tsai Performance Center 
Zwei Venetianische Lieder, Op . 25 
Leis rudem hier 
Wenn <lurch die Piazetta 
Du bist wie eine Blume , Op. 25 
Schone Wiege meiner Leiden, Op. 24 
Vier Husaren Lieder, Op . 117 
Der Husar, trara! 
Der leidige Frieden 
Den griinen Zeigem 
Da liegt der Feinde gestreckte Schar 
JAMES DEMLER baritone 





Sie liebten sich beide 
Lorelei 
PENELOPE BITZAS mezzo soprano 
SHIELA KIBBE piano 
INTERMISSION 
Violin Sonata No. 2, Op. 121 




YURI MAZURKEVICH violin 
MARIA CLODES piano 








PETER SYKES oecital 
rgan 
Monday, April 3, 2006 at 
noon 
Marsh Chapel 
From Studien fur den Pedal- Flugel, Op . 56 
No. 1 Nicht zu schnell 
No . 2 Aus innigem Ausdruck 
From Skizzen fur den Pedal- Flugel, Op. 58 
No . 1 Nicht schnell und sehr mark iert 
No . 4 Allegretto 
Six Fugues on B-A-C-H, Op. 60 
Fugue No. 1 in B flat major, Langsam 
Fugue No . 2 in B flat major, Lebhaft 
Fugue No . 3 in G minor, Mit sanften 
Stimmen ,.: 
Fugue No . 4 in B flat major, Massig, 
doch nicht zu langsam 
Fugue No. 5 in F major, Lebhaft 
Fugue No . 6 in B flat major, Massig, nach 





DEBORAH STEIN New England Conservatory 
John Daverio and Robert Schumann: 
The Magic of the Musical Fragment 
Monday, April 3, 2006 at 6pm 
CFA Marshall Room 
Since his groundbreaking essay on Schumann and Schlegel in 1987, John 
Daverio has had a major impact on our understanding of the German 
Romantic world of Schumann and his contemporaries, including the 
powerful interpenetration of literature and music. This salute to 
Daverio 's rich and compelling explication of Schumann's world will 
develop two critical concepts: the Fragment and the use of dichotomy 
within all aspects of musical composition. My discussion will focus on 
two of Schumann 1s celebrated genres: the miniature piano pieces of the 
1830s and the Lieder from 1840. 
Schumann 's music is magical because of his poetic imagination and cre-
ative audacity. He developed the musical fragment in part to expand the 
very notion of musical form and to create a kaleidoscope of disparate 
musical experiences. This included a fracturing of tonality , where keys 
might collide or remain suspended, or where tonal dualism would 
embody a poetic state of ongoing opposition or contrast. Schumann's 
exploration of the fragment in the small piano cycles and his Lieder 
enabled him to merge his musical and literary worlds in unique ways, 
and I will propose that we understand them in the poetic sense in which 
Schumann created them: small musical ideas commingled in a state of 








ERIC RUSK£ ~ltal 
JI-EUN KIM p· orn 
SUNAH LEE '.ano 
NATHAN BELLO Pp'.ano 
tan0 
YURI MAZURKE VICH violin 
MICHELLE LACOURSE viola 
MICHAEL REYNOL DS cello 
MARIA CLOD ES piano 
Monday, April 3, 2006 at 8pm 
Tsai Perform ance Center 
Bilder aus Osten (Pictures from the East), Op. 66 
Impromptu in B flat major, Lebhaft 
Impromptu in D flat major, Nicht schnell u 
sehr gesangvoll zu spie len 
Impromptu in D flat major, Im Volkston 
Impromptu in B flat major, Nicht schnell 
Impromptu in F minor , Lebhaft 
Impromptu in B flat minor, Reuig andachtig 
Andante and Variations for 2 piano s, 2 cellos 
and horn, Op. 46 
INTERMISSION 
Piano Quartet in E flat Major, Op. 47 
Sostenuto assai - Allegro 








Music Education Seminar 
DAVID MOROCHNIK Boston University 
The Dreams and Realities of Childhood in Schumann's Music: 
What Every Music Educator Should Know 
Tuesday , April 4, 2006 at 7:30pm 
CFARoom216 
In childhood , Robert Schumann, like most of us, thought much like a 
child ..... and thu s likely traversed the stage s of childhood as would any-
one of his time. To our great fortune, he did not howe ver 'put away 
childish things'[i] as most of us do. Inste ad, he held on to a vision of 
youth which, combined with boundless creativity and an uncommon 
diligence and intellect , led to an invaluable legacy of revolutionary ideas 
on music learning and the practice of music instruction . Eclipsed only 
by the enduring fruits of his rich musical output, Schumann' s ideas, in 
conjunction with those of several of his contemporaries, helped shape 
what has become known as "Education Reform" and what has become 
for many, a powerful and universally accepted set of principles in teach-
ing music . 
Focusing on compositions and prose composed and written between 
1840 and his death in 1856, a colorful and rich canopy of concepts 
emerges from the mind of Schumann at once influenced by and compli-
mentary to the most cherished ideas of such innovators as Heinrich 
Pestiloz zi, etc. Occupying such a valuable place in the pantheon of 
music instruction seldom recogni ze d today and rarely exp loited, thes e 
Schumann works of music and prose , presented and examined here , 
must not only endure , they must increasingl y prolifer ate in the hearts 






IAN HO BSONlle~ita1 
Ptano 
Thursday, Apri l 6, 2006 at 8 
Tsai Perfo rm ance C Pll1 
enter 
Phantasiestiicke, Op . 111 
Sehr rasch, mit leidenschaftlich em Vortrag 
in C minor 
Ziemlich langsam in A flat Major 
Kraftig und sehr markirt in C minor 
Carnaval, Op. 9 
Preambu1e in B flat Major, Qua si maestoso 
Pierrot in E flat Major, Moderato 
Arlequin, in B flat Major, Vivo 
Valse noble in B flat Major, Un po co maest 
Eusebius in E flat Major, Adagio 
Florestan in G minor, Passionato 
Coquette in B flat Major, Vivo 
Replique in G minor, L'istesso tempo 
Sphinxes 
Papillons in B flat Major , Presti ssimo 
Lettres dansantes in E flat Major , Presto 
Chiarina in C minor , Passionato 
Chopin in A flat Major, Agitato 
Estrella in F minor, Con affetto 
Reconnaissance in A flat Major , Anim ato 
Pan talon et Colombine in F minor , Presto 
Valse allemande in A flat Major, Molto vivace 
Paganini in F minor, Intermezzo , Presto 
Aveu in F minor, Passionato 
Promenade iI;l D flat Major, Con moto _ 
Pause, in A flat Major , Vivo, pre cipitando s1 . 
Marche des Davidsbundler contr e Jes Phihstms 
in A flat Major, Non Allegro 
INTERMISSION 
Sonata in G minor, Op . 22 
So rasch wie moglich 
Andantino 
Scherzo, Sehr rasch und markirt 




COLLE GE of 
fine Arts 
Recital 
The Muir String Quartet 
In residence and Boston University 
PETER ZAZOFSKY violin 
LUCIA LIN violin 
STEVEN ANSELL viola 
MICHAEL REYNOLDS cello 
with IAN HOBSON piano 
Friday, April 7, 2006 at 8pm 
CFA Concert Hall 
CLARA SCHUMANN Romances, Op . 11 
ROBERT SCHUMANN Piano Quintet, Op. 44 
Allegro brillante 
In Modo d 'una Marcia, Un poco larg amente 
Scherzo, Molto vivace - Trio I e II 
Allegro, ma non troppo 
INTERMISSION 
Piano Trio No . 2 in F Major, Op. 80 
Sehr lebhaft 
Mit innigem Ausdruck - Lebhaft 
In massiger Bewegung 




C O L LE G E of 
Fine Arts 
MICHELL E LACOlJRs lle c_ital 
IAN GREITZER E v~ola 
MARIA CLODE~la~1net 
piano 
Monda y, Ap ril 10, 2006 at 8 
Tsai Performance C Prn 
------ -- -------- -- -- - --- --...::..:.::::._' enter 
Marchenerzahlungen for clarine t, viola 
and piano , Op. 132 
Lebhaft , nicht zu schn ell 
Lebhaft und sehr markirt 
Ruhiges Tempo, mit zartem Ausdruck 
Lebhaft, sehr markirt 
Marchenerzahlungen for viol a and piano, 




Lang sam, mit melancholi schem Ausdruck 
INTERMISSION 
Fantas y in C Major, Op. 17 
Durchaus phantastisch und leidenschaftlich 
vorzutragen 
Massig , Durchaus energisch 







Musicology Lecture Recital 
WILLIAM KINDERMAN 
University of Illinois , Champaign-Urbana 
Beethoven, Schumann , and the Distant Beloved 
Wednesday, April 12, 6pm 
CFA Concert Hall 
Beethoven, Schumann, and the Distant Beloved concerns Beethoven 's opera 
Fidelio, Beethoven's song cycle "An die ferne Geliebte" and Schumann 's 
deep musical and emotional engagement with these works in his 
Fantasy in C Major for piano , Op . 17, which contains a fascinating dou-
ble allusion to both Beethoven and to his own Distant Beloved at the 
time, Clara Wieck. Other works by Schumann will also be considered, 
and the lecture will be illustrated by live musical examples. 
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PENELOPE BITZAS mezzo soprano 
Mez zo-soprano Penelope Bitzas is an Associate Prof essor of Voice and the for 
Chairman of the Voice Departm ent at Boston University. She has eni·oyed a vmer 
. . aned teachmg and performance that has mcluded opera, contemporary mu sic solo . career of 
. ' recital 
orchestral performances and Greek music. She has appeared as a soloist under s, 
notable conductors as Kurt Masur, Seiji Ozawa , Luciano Berio, Gustav Meier R sich 
Richard Westenberg and George Tsantakis . She ha:, performed in concert and 0° ert Page, 
the Minn esota Opera, Midwest Opera Theater , Little Orchestra Society of New ?0~~ With 
Boston Concert Opera , Boston Summ er Opera, Boston Symphony Orche stra and th ' 
Brooklyn Heights Orch estra . She has concertized in Greece , Germany , Cyprus, Tu ~ 
Venezuela. She has frequently been heard in concerts at Alice Tully Hall, Merkin ~ ~[ and 
Jordan Hall in performances of new music, Greek music and world premi eres in th a and 
repertories. In the New England area she has more recently performed with ALEA el;; 
Back Bay Chorale , Just in Time Players, Time's Arrow , First Monday Concert s at Jorda~ 
Hall and the Bangor Symphony . 
Ms. Bitzas was a National Semi-Finalist in the Metropolitan Opera National Council 
Auditions , a member of the Minnesota Opera Studio, the New Music Ensembl e at the Banff 
Centre , Canada , the Blossom Music Festival and received two fellowships to the 
Tanglewood Music Center . In addition to her teaching and performing activities, as p f 
her on-going projects of Greek music she has been the guest conductor for several co ., 
in New York City for the Metropolitan Greek Chorale. 
Many of Ms. Bitzas' students have been invited to appear in some of the coun try's most 
important young artists programs including the Aspen Music Festival, Glimm erglass 
Opera , Opera Theater of Saint Louis , Ashlawn-Highland, Santa Fe Opera , Des Moines 
Opera , Minnesota Opera, Sarasota Opera , Opera North, Western Opera Theat er and Wolf 
Trap. Her students have been engaged to perform roles with the New York City Opera, 
Florida Grand Opera , Minnesota Opera, Lyric Ope ra of Kansas City, Op era Delaware, Santa 
Fe, Sarasota Opera , Opera Colorado, Boston Lyric Opera, Providence Opera , Opera Theater 
of St. Louis and others. They have been winners in competitions including the 
Liederkranz , the Metropolitan Opera Regional Auditions the MacAilister Awar ds, the 
Poulenc Competition , the NATSAA competition and the Gerdna Lissner Found ation, to 
name a few. 
Penelope Bitzas holds degrees from Ithaca College , BM, and the New England 
Conservatory of Music, MM. Her teachers have incluc!,ed Barbara Honn , Dodi Protero, 
Susan Clickner and Edward Zambara. 
_M_A_R_I_A_C_L_O_D_E_S_-J~A_G_U_A_R_IBE_jpl_i_ano __ ___ _ _ _ 
Maria Clodes-Jaguaribe is Associate Professor and Chair of the Piano Dep~rtm ent_att : the 
Boston University School of Music. A nativ e of Brazil, she gave her first piano recita a 
age of six in the Theatro Municipal in Rio de Janeiro. After graduating from the 
Conservatory of Music in Rio, she continued her studies with Winfried Wolf in Gerrnany, 
Bruno Seidlhofer in Austria , and Leonie Gombrich in England . She later came to the 
United States, where she received the Doctor of Musical Arts degree from Boston 
University . 
Professor Clodes-Jaguaribe has won prizes in several international competition s in ~e;~ 
London, Munich , and Salzburg . She was awarded the Harriet Cohen Medal for the NeW 
young pianist of the year in London and also the Martha Baird Rockefeller Award in 
York 
14 
Rockefeller Foundation sponsored her New York debut and the performance was 
-~d by reviewers as the single most beautiful debut of the year . 
fessor Clodes-Jaguaribe has appeared as soloist with the Denver and Cincinnati 
phonies , Handel and Haydn Society, Niedersachsen Orchestra , London Philharmonic , 
Mostly Mozart Festival at Lincoln Center , the orchestra of the Boston University 
glewood Institute , and the Boston Civic Orchestra , among others. She has been an 
judicator at international music competitions in South America and Canada , and serve d 
8 jury member for the Munich International Piano Competition 2000. 
fessor Clodes-Jaguaribe is Director of the Young Artists Piano Program at the Boston 
niversity Tanglewood Institute. She is recording all solo piano works of Robert 
umann, having finished her sixth CD last fall . She is currently recording a DVD of 
a-Lobos piano pieces . 
,AJnerican baritone James Demler is an assistant professor of music at the Boston University 
5chOOI of Music. Mr. Demler first gained international attention at Houston Grand Opera, 
where he appeared as Gugliemo in Casi fan tutte, De Bretigny in Manon and Peter in Hansel 
retel, and with the Houston Symphony, with whom he sang the role of the Maestro in 
's rarely performed Prima la musica, poi le parole and the Houston premiere of Ned 
's Santa Fe Songs, with the composer conducting . He has since performed in more 
thlt20 operas, including such roles as Marcello in La Boheme, Sharpless in Madama Butterfly 
and Count Alma viva in Le Nozze di Figaro, as well as numerous oratorios and concert works 
with companies across the United States and Canada . 
Demler made his Carnegie Hall debut with Eve Queler and the Opera Orchestra of New 
York as Dikson in Bo'ieldieu's La Dame Blanche, and returned to that prestigious venue with 
the New England Symphonic Ensemble under the direction of John Rutter in Bach's 
Magnificat and the Faure Requiem, and with conductor Solveg Holmquist in Puccini's Messa 
di Gloria. Other appearances in New York have included the role of Top in The Tender Land 
t the Kaye Playhouse, conducted by Cal Stewart Kellogg, and, this past fall, two concerts 
with the Jupiter Chamber Players , singing a French program and the Brahms Liebeslieder 
Walzer. 
ncert engagements have included Monteverdi's theatrical Cantata ll combattimento di 
Tancredi e Clorinda at the Aspen Festival , under the baton of Luciano Berio, who arranged 
piece; Messiah with the National Arts Centre Orchestra in Ottaw a, the Hartford 
Symphony and the Rochester Oratorio Society, with whom he also sang Vaughan Williams ' 
ive Mystical Songs; the Faure Requiem with the New Mexico Symphony ; the title role of 
endelssohn's Elijah with the Lakeland Symphony; Brahms' Ein deutsches Requiem with the 
dison Symphony; several appearances at the Berkshire Choral Festival, singing Bach 
tata No. 79, Mozart's Coronation Mass, Dvorak's Te Deum and Handel's Jeptha; 
dernith's When Lilacs Last in the Doon;ard Bloomed and the role of Jesus in a staged per-
ance of Bach's St. Matthew Passion at the State University of New York (SUNY) at 
tsdam; and Broadway evenings at the Bermuda International Festival and with the Cairo 
phony. 
fessor Demler has appeared in recital on the Princeton Chamber Series, at the Berkshire 
ral Festival and at SUNY Potsdam . He holds a Bachelor of Music degree from the 
·versity of New Mexico, a Master of Music degree in Vocal Performance from the 
versity of Arizona , and a Performer's Certificate from the Eastman School of Music. He 
pleted his training with the Houston Grand Opera Studio. 
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JOSEPH FLUMMERFELT conductor 
Musical America'i ; 2004 Conductor of the Year, Joseph Flummerfelt 's mu sical . 
been acclaimed ic1 many of the world's concert hall,; for nearly 40 years. He is ~rtistry has 
musical director of the New York Choral Artists, is an artistic direct or of Spol ounder and 
USA, and for 33 years was conductor of the world-renowned Westmi ns ter Chet? Festival 
O!r. 
A gifted orchestral conductor, Maestro Flummerfelt has conducted over so pe f 
with the Spoleto Festival Orchestra in Italy and in the U.S. He has also appear:~r;ance 
conductor with the New Jersey Symphony Orchestra, Orchestra of St. Luke's, the J:gue t 
Symphony Orche :;tra, and the San Antoruo and Phoerux Symphoni es . In 1988 h tlhard 
New York Philharmonic debut with a performance of Haydn's Creation, and in 10;ade hi 
ducted the world premiere of Stephen Paulus' Voices of Light with the Phi lharmoni he con. 
Westminster Choir. c and the 
For nearly four dE,cades Maestro Flummerfelt has collaborated in the p repa ration of h 
dreds of choral/orchestral performances with such conductors as Abbad o, Bernstein un-
Barenboim, Boulel, Chailly, Colin Davis, Giulini, Maazel, Masur, Meht a, Muti, Oza~a 
Sawallisch , Shaw, Steinberg and many others. ' 
Joseph Flummerfdt's Westminster Symphonic Choir and New York Choral artists hav 
been featured in 45 recordings, including Britten's War Requiem and Brahms' Ein Deu 
Requiem and Schicksalslied with Kurt Masur and the New York Philharmo nic; Mahler's 
Symphony No. 2 and a Grammy Award-winning Mahler's Symphon y No . 3 with Leonard 
Bernstein; Puccini's Tosca and Berlioz's Romeo et Juliette with Riccardo Muti and the 
Philadelphia Orchestra; Messiaen's Le Transfiguration de Notre Seigneur Jesus Christ with the 
National Symphony . His collaboration with Samuel Barber includes the Grammy Award-
winning recording of the composer's opera , Anthony and Cleopatra. In 2004 his New York 
Choral Artists recording of John Adams ' On the Transmigration of Souls was awarded three 
Grammys. Earlier he was nominated for the Westminster Choir 's record ing of the Haydn 
Lord Nelson Mass with Leonard Bernstein and the New York Philharm onic, and Berlioz's 
Romeo et Juliette with Riccardo Muti and the Philharmonia Orchestra. 
For 33 years, Joseph Flummerfelt served as artistic director and principal conductor of 
Westminster Choir College of Rider University in Princeton, New Jersey - a position from 
which he retired in 2004. He has been director of choral activities for the Spoleto Festival 
U.S.A. in Charleston, South Carolina, since 1977 and for 23 years was the maestro de! coro 
for the Festival dE·i Due Mondi in Spoleto, Italy. He ii, chorus master for the New York 
Philharmonic, the founder and conductor of the New York Choral Artists , and former 
music director of Singing City in Philadelphia. In 1971, Maestro Flumm erfelt began ~ 5 
choral collaborati ,)n with New York Philharmonic. From 1979 to 2001 both his Westmin5ter 
Choir and New York Choral Artists were responsible for all of the orchestr a's choral p~r-
formances. Though now retired from Westminster Choir College, the Ne w York Chora r-
Artists continue to appear regularly with the orchestra and Flummerfelt cont inues to ove 
see the choral life of the New York Philharmonic. 
In addition to his Grammy awards and nominations, Maestro Flummerf elt's many _ho~~s 
include Le Prix du President de la Republique from L' Academie du Disqu e Francais a 
four honorary doctoral degrees . 
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N GREITZER clarinet 
~ is a Teaching Associate in Clarinet at the Boston University School of Music , 
Ja!I incipal clarinetist of the Boston Pops Esplanade Orchestra , Rhode Island 
,rt~l\rnonic , Boston Classical Orchestra, and the Boston Modern Orchestra Project. He is 
fhi a mernber of the Pro Arte Chamber Orcl1estra , Boston Musica Viva, Dinosaur Annex , 
,ls~ :he Boston Conservatory Chamber Players. Mr. Greitzer has recorded for Philips , CRI, 
ai;,ch International , Newport Classics, South German Radio, and Northeastern Records . 
J( • also on the faculty of The Boston Conservatory. 
t{ei_s _ _ ___ ___ _ ___ ___ ______ ___ __ _ _ _ _ __ _ 
1 Hobson is a musician of tremendous versatility who has earned an international repu-
:on as a pianist, conductor , and teacher . Born in Wolverhampton , England , Hobson stud-
ied music at the Royal Academy of Music and Cambridge University in England , and at 
ya)e University in the United States . His international career was launched in 1981 when he 
won First Prize at the Leeds International Piano Competition , having already garnered sil-
ver medals at both the Artur Rubinstein and Vienna-Beethoven competitions. His teachers 
have included Sidney Harrison , Ward Davenny , Claude Frank , and Menahem Pressler. 
on's programs consistently demonstrate a repertoire that spans the centuries and 
" ds an extraordinary command of styles and scholarly vision, in addition to great 
ke oard prowess . His recordings and recital performances encompass a cross section of 
works from mammoth to miniature: a series of works from The London Pianoforte School, 
the complete cycle of Beethoven Piano Sonatas, all of the Brahms Variations for Piano, as 
well as Rachmaninoff's Seventeen Etudes-Tableaux and Twenty-four Preludes, Chopin-
Godowsky's Etudes , Bach's Goldberg Variations , and contemporary works written for him 
by Ridout, Lees, Liptak, and Gardner. An ingenious programmer, Hobson commemorated 
the 200th anniversary of the Franz Schubert's birth in a unique recital at New York's 92nd 
Street Y during the '97-98 season ; entitled Homage to Schubert; the program comprised 
Ravel's Valses nobles et sentimentales, the great Sonata in G major, D894 by Schubert himself 
and the complete arrangements for piano of Schubert's compositions by Leopold 
Godowsky. 
During the last several seasons, engagements have included appearances at Alice Tully 
Hall, at New York's Mostly Mozart Festival, performances of the Chopin and Moscheles 
concertos at the Bard Music Festival , and recitals in the US, England and Italy. He per-
formed the Piano Concerto of Henry Holden Huss at Carnegie H~ll with the American 
Composers Orchestra and the Concerto for Piano of Clara Schumann on Great Performers 
at Lincoln Center. He performed and recorded Paderewski's Piano Concerto and Fantasie 
Polonaise with the Sinfonia Varsovia conducted by Jerzy Maksymiuk in 1995. 1n January 
1997 he performed and recorded the Henry Holden Huss Concerto and the Ernest 
Schelling Suite Fantastique with Martyn Brabbams and the BBC Scottish Symphony 
Orchestra. 
~January 1998 Ian Hobson formed Zephyr Productions, Inc. as the parent company for 
his new label, Zephyr Records. The inaugural releases on the Zephyr label included the 
COrnplete Beethoven Piano Sonatas as well as the Sousa opera . Other recent releases include 
" 0rks by Falla and Ravel; two volumes of concertos by Ignaz Moscheles; the 
lchubert /Godowsky transcriptions for piano; and David Johnson's Twelve Preludes and 
es for Piano . Upcoming releases will include music for two pianos by Saint-
ns/Liszt. 
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SHIELA KIBBE piano 
- ~ ---- ------- --- ---
Assistant Profes~<,r Shiela Kibbe is Chairman of the Collaborati ve Piano De 
Chairman ad inte , im of the Piano Performance Department at Boston Univ pa:trnent and 
of Music. H ailed by Richard Dyer in the Boston Globe as a "superb collabo~r~ty S~oo I 
Ms. Kibbe has enj ,:iyed an international career as recital partner to instrurne : ~e P1anist,'' 
vocalists alike. Sl.e has appeared throughout the United States and on cone~~ 1sts and 
Europe, Japan, and Russia. r stages in 
In 1999, baritone ,',tephen Salters won the Naumburg Prize with Shiela Kibbe at th . 
and they may be heard together on the Cypres label of Qualiton Records. 0th e p1ano, 
who have cho~en Ms. Kibbe a_s :heir c?llaborahve partner include sin ger s D'A:aarti sts 
Fortunato , Gm-Pi:,g Deng, Wilham Hite , Wilham Sharp , Donald Wilkin son, and Ed 
Toliver. Instrum E:ntalists appearing in concert with Shiela Kibbe ha ve included L rnund 
Ahlbeck - oboe , Arturo Delmoni - violin, Terry Everson - trumpet, and Eric Ruskea~ra 
French horn . 
At Boston Unive r:,ity, Shiela Kibbe coaches and performs annually with student winn 
of the Ellalou Dimmack Vocal Honors Award. She also performs with gu est artists in e~ 
Ralph Gomberg Oboe Recital and Master Class series . In every conc er t sea son she per- e 
forms regularly with faculty colleagues of the School of Music. 
For several years , Ms . Kibbe was rehearsal pianist for the Boston Symp hon y Orchestra 
Tanglewood Festival Chorus , as well as accompanist for the John Oliver Chorale, record-
ing with them on the Koch label. She has served as principal keyboard ist and vocal coach 
for the Symphony and Opera Association in Chattanooga, Tennessee, an d as pianis t for 
the Pennsylvania Opera Theatre, the Philadelphia Woodwind Quintet Seminars, and the 
International Suzuki Institute in Ithaca , New York. 
Shiela Kibbe holds two Master of Music degrees from Temple Unive rsity in Philadelphia, 
and was twice a fellow in Vocal Accompanying at the Tanglewood Mu sic Center . She has 
taught at the New England Conservatory and began her association with Boston 
University as a vocal coach in the Opera Institute. 
ANITA KUPRISS conductor 
Anita Kupriss is, , second-year doctoral student in choral conducting at Boston University, 
where she studie r· with Dr. Ann Howard Jones, Craig $mith and Da vid Hoos e. She gradu-
ated from the Un;.versity of Massachusetts at Lowell With two bachelor degre es in compo-
sition / theory and music education. She continued her studies at New England 
Conservatory , where she received two master's degrees in choral conductin g and ~ompo-
sition. Ms. Kupriss worked with Dr. Jameson Marvin at Harvard Uni vers ity as asststant 
conductor for the Harvard-Radcliffe Collegium Musicum . For fourteen years she was 
Director of Music at Hancock United Church of Christ in Lexington, Massachu setts, . 
which included overseeing the music department and conducting two childr en's choirs 
and the youth and adult choirs. 
• musi-As a composer, Ms . Kupriss has written sacred and secular songs , chamb er pieces, 
cal theat er and choral and orchestral works . She has won numerous aw ar d s for her 
Latvian songs , which have been performed and recorded by profession al Latvian n-
ensembles . The New York Latvian Concert Choir commissioned three Chr istmas ca ·n 
tatas and recorded "The Star, The Night and A Miracle" on a CD entitl ed Chri stm as 1 
Latvia [1996], with the Latvian National Opera Chamber Orchestra. 
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r twenty years, Ms: Kupri~s sang ~nd pla yed trump et in the Latvian vocal an d instru-
fo tal ensemble Kohbn. Thi s eclec tic gro up performed in the Uruted States , Canada, 
itlen tralia, Sweden, Germany and France, with notable performance s in Riga , Latvia, 
J.US egie Weill Recital Hall and on NP R radio statio ns in New York, Chicago an d St. 
earn! Kolibri produced three recordings, which include man y of Ms. Kupr iss' comp osi -pau • 
. s and folk song arrangements. 
tiOJ1 WJLLIAM KINDERMAN lecturer 
William I(inderm an's research interes ts center on 18th- to earl y 20th-century mu sic, espe-
cially Mozart, _Beetho ven, Sc~ubert , Wagner , an~ Mahler. In addition to his do~tor al ':o rk 
t the University of Califorrua , Berkeley, he studied philo sophy at the Uruver s1ty of Vienna, 
aiano and music theory at the Hochschule fi.ir Musik in Vienna, and music histor y at Yale 
iroversity. His books include Beethoven's "Diabelli" Variations (1987), ed ., Beethoven's 
Compositional Process (1991), Beethoven (1995), ed ., The Second Practice of Nineteenth-Century 
TonalihJ (1996), Artaria 195: Beethoven's Sketchbook for the 'Missa solemnis' and the Piano Sonata 
in E Major, Opus 109 (3 vols ., 2003), ed. (with Katherin e Syer), A Companion to Wagner's 
'Parsifal' (2005), ed ., The String Quartets of Beethoven (2006), and Mozart 's Piano Music (2006). 
Professor Kinderman ha s written about 40 articles and chapters for scho larl y public ation s, 
including the Journal of the American Musicology Society, 19th Century Music, Journal of 
M ·cology, Early Music, Archiv fur Musikwissenschaft, Bach Perspectives, Beethoven Forum, 
t; r Beethoven-Studien, Chopin Studies, Journal of Musicological Research, and Musical 
Q erly. 
His research ha s been recognized through numerous major awards . Professor Kinderman's 
recordings of Beethoven's piano wo rks for Hyperi on Records hav e received critical acclaim , 
and his CD of Beetho ven's last three piano sonatas was rele ased by Hyperion /Helios in 
2002. Alfred Brendel has called Professo r Kinderm an a "very rare bird " becaus e of his abili-
ty to combine scholarship and performance. He has served in juries of international piano 
competitions. Pro fesso r Kinderm an has taught exten sive ly at the University of Victoria and 
at the Hochschul e der Kiinste , Berlin, is an associated professor at the Aula de Mu sica in 
Alcala, Spain , an d serves as the editorial chair of the journal Arietta. He is editor-in-chief of 
the Beethoven Sketchbook Project publi shed by the University of Illinois Press , and has pub-
lished research on the manu script s and creative processes of several major composers. 
Kinderman often holds a seminar on Wagner 's works together with Dr. Katherin e Syer at 
the Bayreuth Festiv al in German y. His publications appearing in 2006 include two bo oks, 
The String Quartets of Beethoven and Mozart's Piano Music, as well as articles on Beethoven, 
Wagner, and Mahler in the Journal of Musicological Research, 19th Century Music, and Musical 
Quarterly, respecti vely, in additi on to ar ticles in German , French , a·nd Spanish in European 
publications . 
MICHELLE LACOURSE viola 
Michelle LaCou rse, violist, is an Associate Prof essor of Mu sic and Chair of the String 
~epa rtrnent of Boston Univer sity's School of Music . Active as a soloist and chamber musi-
cian throughout the United States and Europe, her playing ha s been described by critics in 
~ch terms as "a mi raculous blend of intense pas sion and artistic elegance ." An enthu sias-
tic advocate for new viola rep er toire, she ha s also commi ssioned and pr emiered several 
new pieces for the instrument. 
fessor Laco ur se was formerly a member of the Lehigh Quart et, the Delphic String Trio 
the Aeolian Trio, and has perfor med at numerou s music festivals such as Aspen, 
stern, Interlochen , Skaneateles, Musicorda, and the Heifetz Institute. She has also per-
~0rrned at some of the world's leadi ng concert ven ues, such as Vienna 's Musikv erei n, 
erlin 's Kamm ermu siksaal and Washington's Kennedy Center. 
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As an orchestral musician , she has performed with the Baltimore Sympho 
merly principal violist of the Chamber Orchestra of Grenoble, Franc e. Pro~~~:nd Was for-
holds degrees from the Peabody Conservatory of Music, where she studied _or Lacour e 
teaching assistant to, renowned pedagogue Karen Tuttle . She also studied Wt~h, and wa 
Holland at the Interlachen Arts Academy and Robert Swan at North wester:~ _David 
niversity. 
She has given master classes at music schools across the country, and durin g th 
months, she teaches at the Karen Tuttle Viola Workshops, BU's Tanglewood I e_ summer 
the Heifetz International Music Institute. nstitute, and 
YURI MAZURKEVICH violin 
---
Yuri Mazurkevich is a Professor at the Boston University School of Mu sic and re 
the brilliant mas1ery and technical perfection of the Soviet /Russian School of Yioresents 
native of Lvov, Ukraine , he graduated from the prestigious Moscow Conservato r lfl. : 
he was a student under the sponsorship of the legendary David Oistrakh . y w ere 
A winner of the highest honors at the Helsinki, Munich and Montreal International 
Competitions, hE· was invited to join the faculty of the Kiev Conserv atory. Continuing h" 
active concert career in the USSR and Europe, Professor Mazurkevich was designated is 
"Outstanding Artist of the Ukraine." 
Accompanied by his wife, violinist Dana Pomerants , also a protege of Oistrakh, he em 
ed from the Soviet Union to Canada and later the United States. Together, as the 
Mazurkevich Duo, they toured extensively throughout the U.S., Canad a, Europ e, South 
America and the Far East , receiving high accolades. 
Yuri Mazurkevich made his highly successful North American debut with the Toronto 
Symphony, and since then, has appeared as an acclaimed soloist around the world. He 
was appointed Professor at Boston University School of Music in 1985, and was chair of the 
string department from 1986-1994. 
Professor Mazurkevich 's summer teaching and performing activities have includ ed 
Tanglewood, the Victoria International Festival, Johannesen International School of the Arts 
and various European festivals. He records on Melodya , Masters of the Bow, and S.N.E. 
labels , and has been featured on numerous radio and television perform ances for the BBC, 
ABC (Australia), CBC, Radio France, Radio Moscow and Sender Freis , Berlin. Profess_or . 
Mazurkevich continues to successfully perform worldwide to welcoming and enthusia5bc 
audiences. ;" · 
ROBERT MERFELD piano 
Robert Merfeld is a Teaching Associate in Collaborative Piano at Boston University School 
of Music. He began his piano studies at an early age in New York City with Leonid 
Hambro. He graduated from the Oberlin Conservatory as a student of _Emil Danen1erg 
and received a master 's degree from The Juilliard School as a scholarship stud_ent 0. ese 
Beveridge Webster. While at Juilliard, he pursued art song accompanimen t w1th Vie~ 
tenor Hanz Heinz and also worked in the studios of Jennie Toure! , Oscar Shumsky, a 
Leonard Rose. 
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Merfeld was a fou~ding member of the Apple Hill Chamber Players,_ ~ith whom he 
lvit· ed nationally and mternahonally for over twenty years. He ha s parhopat ed m collabo-
to~r e recitals throughout the United States with such artists as violinis ts Stanley Ritchie 
ra~vArnold Steinhardt and vocalists Dawn Upshaw and Lucy Shelton . He also has worked 
aJ!t nsively with such other singers as William Sharp , William Parker, Jayne West and Jan 
geGaetani. He has performed at the Aspen, Ravini a and Caramoor Festivals, in solo 
•tals at Merkin Hall and at the Isabella Stewart Gardner Museum, and as concerto 
tefoist with the national orchestras of Costa Rica and Bolivia, the Dartmouth Symphony 
~chestra, and the orchestras of Brandeis, Harv ard and Boston Universities. He is a fre-
quent participant on the Emmanuel Music Chamber Music series and has been a guest 
,rtjst with many chamber ens embles such as the Mendelssohn , Philadelphia and Muir 
Quartets. 
Jtir. Merfeld has recorded on the Centaur and Sine Qua Non record labels and is also on 
the piano and chamber music faculties of Harvard University and the Longy School of 
Music. 
DAVID MOROCHNIK lecturer 
David Morochnick, currently a DMA student in Music Education at Boston University, is a 
· teacher and music education enthusiast. Having taught music for over twenty years, 
y, Spain and the United States, kindergarten through university level. David contin-
ue teach while working on his Doctorate . He is director of two community choruses 
and associated orchestras: The Seacoast Choral of New Hampshire and The Coolidge 
Comer Community Chorus in Brookline . David is also the music director and organist of 
the First Congregational Church in Hampton , New Hampshire . 
THE MUIR STRING QUARTET 
-- -- --- - ----- -- -- ---
The Muir String Quartet, in Residence at Boston University, begins its 27th anniversary 
this season . It has long been acknowledged as one of the world's most powerful and 
insightful ensembles, distinguishing itself among audiences and critics with its "exhilarat-
ing involvement" (Boston Globe), "impeccable voicing and intonation" (San Francisco 
Examiner) and "unbridled musicality"(American Record Guide) . 
Winner of the 1981 Naumburg Chamber Music Award and 1980 Evian International String 
Quartet Competition , the Muir first appeared on the scene in 1980, and was greeted with 
rave reviews and an extensive feature in The New Yorker. The quartet was also featured on 
the internationally acclaimed PBS broadcast , In Performance at the White Hcuse for President 
and Mrs. Reagan . Formed in 1979 following graduation from the Curtis ln:;titute of Music , 
the Muir String Quartet's principal chamber music teachers were Felix Ga l.imir and mem-
bers of the Guarneri Quartet. · 
In its commitment to advancing contemporary American music , the Muir Quartet has had 
COnunissioned works written for them by such distinguished composers a ; Joan Tower 
(Night Fields), Sheila Silver (From Darkness Emerging), Richard Dan ielpour f Shadow Dances 
Ind Psalms of Sorrow - featured on CBS Sunday Morning) , Richard Wilson ( Third String 
Quartet), and Charles Fussell (Being Music - based on poetry of Walt Whitman). The quar-
~ also gave the World Premiere performance of the Native American collaborative work, 
Circle of Faith, featured on Nation al Public Radio. Recently-premiered woe ks include those 
esteemed American composers Richard Danielpour (Feast of Fools - for l:,assoon and 
g quartet) , Lukas Foss (String Quarti !t #4), Ezra Laderman (String Quai:tets #9 and #10), 
Joelle Wallach (String Quartet #3). 
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The Muir Quartet has been in residence at Boston University's School of M . . 
and gives annu al summer workshops at the Boston Uni vers ity Tanglewoodu;ic ~u,ce 1983, 
(BUTI). The Muir has also give n master classes at scho ols na tionwid e, includ~stitute 
Eastm an School of Music, the Curtis Institute , and the Shepherd School of M m_g the 
Uni vers ity in Houston, Texas. For over a decade, the quartet ha s taugh t, coa:ic at Rice 
admiru stered the Advanced Qu arte t Program at the Summit Institut e for the A ed, anct 
Humaniti es in Utah, formerly the Snowbird Institute now in Park City, Utah r~s and 
Muir wor ks in tandem with composer Joan Towe r. ' w ere the 
In keepin g with the quart et's namesak e, the great naturalist , exp lorer and Sierra CI 
Founder , John Muir , the quart et donate s proceeds from its mu ch-tout ed EcoC\as . ub 
. f . 1 d . . . I sics CD to a vanety o env1ronmenta an conservat10n orgaruzations. ts recordin g of the B th 
suartets (Op. 132 and the Gros~e Fugue) on thi ~ label receiv_ed a 1995 Grammy n~~;;en 
tion . The most recent EcoClass1cs release 1s a rruxed repertoir e CD with flutist Car 1 
Wincenc an d_ bar itone Dou glas W~bst_er. T~e Muir can also be_ heard on recording ~or 
ADDA /Qualiton and EMI, for which 1t received two Grand Pnx du Disque . 
Hi ghlights of recent and upcomin g app earances include cities such as New York, Chica 
Los Angeles, San Francisco, Phil adelphia , Detroit , Vancouver, Montr eal, Seattle, Cincinn~~ 
Pittbur gh, Phoenix, Toronto , Houston, and Minneapolis . The quartet' s bu sy European con~ 
cert schedule also takes them frequently through out Germany, France , Austria, 
Switzerland, Belgium, and the Neth erlands . 
The Muir has been lauded for its stunnin g performances of complete Beethoven String 
Qu artet cycles of Boston , Providence , Salt Lake City, Bozeman (Montan a), the University of 
Maryland, and on the prest igious Slee Series in Buffalo. 
MICHAEL REYNOLDS cello 
Michael Reynold s is an Associate Professor at the Boston University School of Music, and 
beg an his caree r as the founding cellist of the Muir String Quartet. In that capacity, he 
tour s the musical centers of Nort h America and Europe annually. A nati ve of Montana, he 
received his p rofess ional trainin g at the Curtis Insitute of Music, wher e he was a student of 
David Soyer and Martita Casals . Upon graduation, he continu ed his stud ies with Karen 
Tuttle and George Neikrug and attended Yale Universit y. Accolad es he has won while 
with the Muir Quartet include first pri ze at the Evian Comp etiti on (1980), the 1981 
Naumburg Award, two Grand Prix du Disque s (1985, 1987), the Gramoph one Award_ 
(1987), a Gramm y nomination and a Grammy Award !hrou gh the EcoClassics reco_rdmg 
label, and an int ern atio nall y acclaimed PBS broadcast , "In Performance at The White 
Hou se" for President and Mrs . Ronald Regan. As a member of the Muir Quartet, Profess~r 
Reynold s has performed well over 1,500 concerts through out North Am erican, Europe an 
the Far East , and he has perfo rmed with such diverse artists as Leon Fleisher, Gil Shaham, 
Phyllis Curtin and Benny Goodm an. He received an hon orary doctorat e from Rhode 
Island College in 1995. 
Michael Reynolds has appear ed in recitals throughout the United States, a_nd his rec~~~ing 
of the complet e Bach Suites for Solo Cello has received much critical acclaim He 1~ 1 classi-
President of EcoClassics, Inc, a non-profit CD company that has to date produced eo-
cal recordings for the benefit of natur e organizations and mu sic program s for youti ~tu-
ple. He is also Artistic Dir ector of Classics for Kids Foundation , which offers qua 1 ·ca an 
den t instruments and mentoring serv ices to communities and schools aroun d Amer~rn' · 
the Artistic Director of the Muir Qu ar tet's Emerging Quartets and Comp osers progr 
Park City, Ut ah. 
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also Artistic Director of Rockport Fall Foliage , a yearly gathering of amateur musi-
lS ifl Rockport, Maine. In his spare time, he is an avid flyfisherman and outdoorsman. 
lays a cello by Carlo Antonio Testori from 1741, "ex Toscanini ," and has been on the 
ty of Boston University since 1983. 
cRUSKE horn 
Ruske is an Associate Professor of horn at Boston University School of Music, and has 
Ushed himself as an artist of international acclaim. Named Associate Principal horn of 
Cleveland Orchestra at the age of 20, his impressive solo career began when he won 
t986 Young Concert Artists International Auditions, First Prize in the 1987 American 
Competition , and in 1988, the highest prize in the Concours International 
rpretation Musicale in Reims , France. 
· recording of the complete Mozart Concerti with Sir Charles Mackerras and the 
· h Chamber Orchestra, the New York Times stated, "Mr. Ruske's approach, firmly 
·oned with the boundaries of balance, coherence and good taste that govern the 
'cal style, enchants by virtue of its confidence , imagination and ebullient virtuosity." 
ances as soloist include appearances with the Baltimore Symphony, the 
polis Symphony, the Shanghai Radio Broadcast Symphony, The Cleveland 
tra, the European Camerata, the Boston Pops Orchestra , the Seoul Philharmonic and 
ael Chamber Orchestra. His recitals have been presented in venues such as the 
e in Paris, the 92nd Street Yin New York, the Kennedy Center in Washington, D.C. 
Dukes Hall in London. 
·ve chamber musician, he has appeared at the Newport Music Festival, the Spoleto 
al, the OK Mozart International Festival, the Evian Festival, La Musica in Sarasota, 
music in Brooklyn, and the Festival Pablo Casals both in Puerto Rico and in France. 
Ruske is in great demand as a teacher and clinician, and in addition to having worked 
y universities in the United States, he has taught at the Royal Academy of Music in 
on, the Central Conservatory of Music in Beijing, the Royal Scottish Academy of 
·c and Drama in Glasgow, and the College of Music at Seoul National University. 
discography includes solo recordings for Telarc, Musical Heritage Society, Fleur de Son, 
Albany Records. His most recent recording, a second disc of horn and piano virtuoso 
criptions was released on Albany Records in October 2003. A native of LaGrange, 
ois and a graduate of Northwestern University , Eric Ruske also directs the Horn 
kshop at the Boston University Tanglewood Institute. 
orah Stein has published articles in music theory and musicology journals, and is 
or of Hugo Wolf's Lieder and Extensions of TonalihJ-She has presented lectures to the 
ety for Music Theory, the New England Conference of Music Theory, and Music 
ry Society of New York State as well as elsewhere (Boston University, Brandeis 
ersity, De Paux University, University of Victoria, University of Connecticut, Storrs, 
the Hartt School of Music). In 2004, Stein published a chapter in A Rebecca Clarke Reader 
edited and contributed to a book, Engaging Music: Essays in Music Analysis. 
book Poetry Into Song: Performance and Analysis of Lieder, coauthored with pianist 
rt Spillman, with a forward by Elly Ameling and Max Dean Larsen, was named an 
tanding Academic Book of 1996 by Choice. In June 2006, Stein will teach at the presti-
s Mannes Institute, a "professional think tank dedicated to communal inquiry at the 
est level of scholarship." 
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PETER SYKES harpsichord 
Peter Sykes is the Chair of the Historical Performance Department at the Boston University 
School of Music and performs widely in the US and in Europe on the harpsichord, organ, 
clavichord , and fortepiano. He has recorded ten solo CD recordings of organ and harpsi-
chord music, including his best-selling organ transcription of The Planets of Gustav Holst, 
and appears as a soloist and continua player on recordings with Boston Baroque , Music 
from Aston Magna, and the Cambridge Bach Ensemble. He has just completed a two-year 
benefit recital series ("Tuesdays with Sebastian") in which he and Christa Rakich per-
formed the complete works of Bach for organ and harpsichord in thirty-four concerts at 
five locations in the greater Boston area. In May 2005 he was honored by the New England 
Conservatory with its Outstanding Alumni Award . 
) 
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TEXTS AND TRANSLATIONS 
Herbstlied, Op. 43 No . 2 
Das Laub fallt von den Baurnen, 
Das zarte Sommerlaub! 
Das Leben mit seinen Traurnen 
Zerfallt in Asch und Staub! 
Die Vi:iglein im Walde sangen, 
Wie schweigt der Wald jetzt still! 
Die Lieb ist fortgegangen, 
Kein Vi:iglein singen will. 
Die Liebe kehrt wohl wieder 
Im lieben ki.inft'gen Jahr, 
Und alles kehrt dann wieder, 
Was jetzt verklungen war. 
Du Winter, sei willkornrnen, 
Dein Kleid ist rein und neu. 
Er hat den Schmuck genommen, 
9.'/ chrnuck bewahrt er treu. 
. ,. 
Sieg ried August Mahlmann 
An den Abendstem 
Schweb empor, am Himmel, schi:iner 
Abendstern, 
Sieht im Glanzgewirnmel 
jeder dich ja gem. 
Geh'n sie auf, geh 'n nieder sie am 
Himrn elsrand, 
Keinen deiner Bri.ider schmi.ickt ein solch 
Gewand . 
Schweb empor, am Himmel, schi:iner 
Abend stern, 
Sieht im Glanzgewimmel 
jeder dich ja gem . 
Elisabeth Kulmann 
Bedeckt mich mit Blumen 
Bedeckt mich mit Blumen, 
Ich sterbe vor Liebe. 
Dass die Luft mit leisem Wehen 
Nicht den si.issen Duft mir entfi.ihre, 
Bedeckt mich! 
Von Jasm in und weissen Liljen 
': t ihr hier mein Grab bereiten. 
, terbe. Bedeckt mich rnit Blumen! 
·;:,, befragt ihr mich : Woran? 
Sag ich: Unter si.issen Qualen der Liebe . 
_ Emmanu el Geibel 
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Autumn Song 
The foliage falls from the trees, 
The tender summer foliage . 
Life with its dreams 
Turns into ash and dust. 
The little birds in the woods sang, 
How silent the wood becomes now! 
Love is gone away, 
No little birds will sing. 
Love surely returns again 
In the dear forthcoming yea r, 
And everything then returns 
That has now died away. 
Winter, be welcome, 
Your garb is pure and new. 
He has taken the ado rnments away, 
And safeguards them faithfully . 
Translation by David K. Smythe 
To the Evening Star 
Soar aloft, in the heavens , beautiful evening 
star, 
Everyone loves to look at you in the 
sparkling multitude. 
If they were to go high or low in the 
horizon, 
None of your brothers would bedeck such a 
garment. 
Soar aloft, in the heavens, beautiful evening 
star, 
Everyone loves to look at you in the 
sparkling multitude. 
Translation by Katherine FitzGibbon 
Cover Me With Flowers 
Cover me with flowers , 
I die for love. 
That the breeze with its gentle wafting 
not carry the sweet smell away from me, 
Cover me! 
With jasmine and white lilies 
shall you here prepare my grave . 
I die . Cover me with flowers! 
And if you ask me, Why? 
I say: From sweet torments of love . 
- Translation by Eric Sams 
From Frauenliebe und Leben, Op. 42 
Seit ich ihn gesehen 
Seit ich ihn gesehen, 
Glaub ich blind zu sein; 
Wo ich hin nur blicke, 
Seh ich ihn allein; 
Wie irn wachen Traurne 
Schwebt sein Bild mir vor, 
Taucht aus tiefstern Dunkel, 
Heller nur empor. 
Sonst ist licht- und farblos 
Alles urn rnich her, 
Nach der Schwestern Spiele 
Nicht begehr ich rnehr, 
Mochte lieber weinen, 
Still im Karnrnerlein; 
Seit ich ihn gesehen, 
Glaub ich blind zu sein. 
Er, der Herrlichste von alien 
Er, der Herrlichste von allen, 
Wie so rnilde, wie so gut! 
Holde Lippen , klares Auge, 
Heller Sinn und fester Mut. 
So wie dort in blauer Tiefe, 
Hell und herrlich , jener Stern , 
Also er an rneinern Himmel, 
Hell und herrlich , hehr und fern. 
Wandie, wandle deine Bahnen, 
Nur betrachten deinen Schein, 
Nur in Dernut ihn betrachten , 
Selig nur und traurig sein! 
Hore nicht mein stilles Beten, 
Deinern Glilcke nur geweiht; 
Darfst rnich niedre Magd nicht kennen , 
Hoher Stern der Herrlichkeit! 
Nur die Wi.irdigste von alien 
Darf beglilcken deine Wahl, 
Und ich will die Hohe segnen, 
Segnen viele tausendmal. 
Will rnich freuen dann und weinen, 
Selig, selig bin ich dann; 
Sollte rnir das Herz auch brechen, 
Brich, o Herz , was liegt daran? 
Er, der Herrlichste von alien, 
Wie so rnilde , wie so gut! 
Holde Lippen , klares Auge , 
Heller Sinn und fester Mut. 
Since I saw him 
I believe myself to be blind , 
where I but cast my gaze, 
I see him alone. 
as in waking dreams 
his image floats before me, 
dipped from deepest darkness, 
brighter in ascent. 
All else dark and colorless 
everywhere around me, 
for the games of my sisters 
I no longer yearn, 
I would rather weep, 
silently in my little chamber, 
since I saw him, 
I believe myself to be blind 
He, the most glorious of all, 
0 how mild , so good! 
lovely lips, clear eyes, 
bright mind and steadfast courage. 
Just as yonder in the blue depths , 
bright and glorious, that star, 
so he is in my heavens , 
bright and glorious, lofty and distant. 
Meander, meander your paths, 
only to observe your gleam, 
only to observe in meekness , 
but to be blissful and sad! 
Hear not my silent prayer, 
consecra ted only to your happin ess, 
you may not know me, a lowly maid , 
higher st~!:of glory! 
Only the worthiest of all 
may make happy your choice, 
and I will bless her, the high er one, 
many thousand times. 
I will rejoice then and weep, 
blissful , blissful I'll be then ; 
if my heart should also break , 
break, 0 heart , what of it? 
He, the most glorious of all, 
0 how mild , so good! 
lovely lips, clear eyes, 
bright mind and steadfast courage. 
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• 
pu Ring an rneinern Finger 
I)u Ring an rneinem Finger , 
Mein goldene s Ringelein, 
lch driicke dich fromm an die Lippen , 
Dich fromm an das Herze mein . 
lch hatt ihn ausgetraumet , 
Der Kindh eit friedlich schonen Traum , 
Jch fand allein mich, verloren 
Im oden , un endlichen Raum . 
Du Ring an meinem Finger 
Da ha st du mich ers t belehrt , 
Hast meinem Blick erschlossen 
Des Leben s unendlichen , tiefen Wert. 
Jch will ihm dienen , ihm leben, 
Dun angehoren ganz, 
Hin selber mich gebe n und finden 
Verklart mich in seinem Glanz . 
o/ g an meinem Finger, 
M~~ oldenes Ringelein, 
lch dri.icke dich fromm an die Lippen 
Dich fromm an das Herze mein . 
Sii8er Freund, du blickest 
SiiBer Freund, du blickest 
Mich verwundert an, 
Kannst es nicht begre ifen, 
Wie ich weinen kann; 
LaB der feuchten Peden 
Ungewohnte Zier 
Freudig hell erzittern 
In dem Auge mir. 
Wie so bang mein Busen, 
Wie so wonnevoll! 
WiiBt ich nur mit Worten , 
Wie ich's sagen soll; 
Komm und birg dein Antlitz 
Hier an meiner Brust, 
Will in 's Ohr dir fli.istern 
Aile meine Lust. 
WeiBt du nun die Tranen, 
Die ich weinen kann? 
Sollst du nicht sie sehen, 
Du geliebter Mann? 
Bleib an meinem Herzen , 
Fiihle dessen Schlag, 
. DaB ich fest und fester 
~r r dich dri.icken mag . 
. an meinem Bette 
i-Iat die Wiege Raum, 
Wo sie still verberge 
Meinen hold en Traum; 
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You ring on my finger, 
my little golden ring, 
I press you faithfully upon my lips 
faithfully upon my heart. 
I had dreamt it, 
the tranquil, lovely dream of childhood , 
I found myself alone and Jost 
in barren , infinite space. 
You ring on my finger, 
you have taught me for the first time, 
have opened my gaze to 
the endless , deep value of life. 
I want to serve him, Jive for him , 
belong to him entirely, 
give myself and find myself 
transfigured in his radiance . 
You ring on my finger, 
my litt le golden ring, 
I press you faithfully upon lips, 
faithfully upon my heart. 
Sweet friend , thou gazest 
upon me in wonderment, 
thou cannst not grasp it, 
why I can weep; 
Let the moist pearls' 
unaccustomed adornment 
tremble, joyful-bright , 
in my eyes. 
How anxious my bosom, 
how rapturous! 
If I only knew, with ·words, 
how I should say it; 
come and bury thy visage 
here in my breast , 
I want to whisper in thy ear 
all my happiness . 
Knowest thou the tears, 
that I can weep? 
Shouldst thou not see them , 
thou beloved man? 
Stay by my heart, 
feel its beat , 
that I may, fast and faster, 
hold thee . 
Here, at my bed , 
the cradle shall have room, 
where it silently conceals 
my lovely dream ; 
Kommen wird der Morgen, 
Wo der Traum erwacht, 
Und daraus dein Bildnis 
Mir entgegen lacht. 
- Adelbert von Chamisso 
From Dichterliebe, Op. 48 
Im Rhein, im heiligen Strome 
Im Rhein, im heiligen Strome, 
Da spiegelt sich in den Well'n 
Mit seinem grof3en Dome 
Das grof3e, heil'ge Koln. 
Im Dom da steht ein Bildnis, 
Auf goldnem Leder gemalt; 
In meines Lebens Wildnis 
Hat's freundlich hineingestrahlt. 
Es schweben Blumen und Eng'lein 
Um unsre liebe Frau; 
Die Augen, die Lippen, die Wanglein, 
Die gleichen der Liebsten genau. 
Ich grolle nicht 
Ich grolle nicht, und wenn das Herz auch 
bricht, 
Ewig verlor'nes Lieb! Ich grolle nicht. 
Wie du auch strahlst in Diamantenpracht , 
Es fallt kein Strahl in deines Herzens Nacht. 
Das weif3 ich !angst. 
Ich grolle nicht, und wenn das Herz auch 
bricht, 
Ich sah dich ja im Traume, 
Und sah die Nacht in deines Herzens Raume, 
Und sah die Schlang', die dir am Herzen friist, 
Ich sah , mein Lieb, wie sehr du elend bist. 
Ich grolle nicht. 
- Heinrich Heine 
From Der Anne Peter, Op. 53 
Der Hanz und die Grete tanzen herum 
Der Hans und die Grete tanzen herum , 
Und jauchzen vor lauter Freude. 
Der Peter steht so still und so stumm, 
Und isl so blaf3 wie Kreide. 
Der Hans und die Grete sind Braut'gam und 
Braut, 
Und blitzen irn Hochzeitsgeschmeide . 
Der arme Peter die Nagel kaut 
Und geht im Werkelt.agkleide. 
Der Peter spricht leise vor sich her , 
Und schauet betri.ibet auf beide : 
Ach! wenn ich nicht gar zu verniinftig war ', 
lch tale mir was zuleide. 
the morning will come 
where the dream awakes, 
and from there thy image 
shall smile at me . 
- Trans. by Daniel Platt 
In the Rhine, in the holy stream 
Is it mirrored in the waves -
With its great cathedral -
That great, holy city Cologne. 
In the Cathedral stands an image 
Painted on golden leather ; 
Into the wildness of my life 
Has it shone, friendly . 
Flowers and little cherubs hover 
Around our beloved Lady ; 
The eyes, the lips, the cheeks--
They match my beloved's exactly . 
I bear no grudge , even when my heart is 
breaking , 
Love lost forever! I bear no grudge. 
Although you shine in diamond splendor, 
No beam falls into the night of your heart. 
I will know that for a long time . 
I bear no grudge, and when my heart is 
breaking! 
I truly saw you in my dreams 
And saw the night in the room of your heart, 
And saw the snake that bites your heart; 
I saw, my dear, how truly miserable you are. 
I bear no grudge. 
- Trans. by Paul Hindemith 
Hans and Grete dance around 
Hans and Grete dance around 
and cheer with loud joy. 
Peter stands so still and mute, 
and is as pale as chalk. 
Hans and Grete are bride and groom, 
flashing in their wedding clothes. 
Poor Peter bites his nails 
and goes about in workday clothes. 
Peter speaks softly to himself, 
gazing gloomily at the pair: 
Ah, if I weren't so sensible , 
I might do myself harm . 
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In meiner Brust, da sitzt ein Weh 
"In meiner Brust, da sitzt ein Weh, 
Das will die Brust zers prengen ; 
Und wo ich steh' und wo ich geh', 
Will's mich von hinnen drangen . 
"Es treibt mich nach der Liebsten Nah ', 
Als konnt die Grete heilen; 
Dach wenn ich der ins Auge seh', 
Muls ich von hinnen eilen. 
"Ich steig' hinauf des Berges Hoh ', 
Dort ist man doch alleine; 
Und wenn ich still dart oben steh' , 
Dann steh' ich still und weine." 
Der anne Peter wankt vorbei 
Der arme Peter wankt vorbei, 
Gar langsam, leichenblals und scheu . 
Es !;>_I iben fast, wie sie ihn sehn , 
D'/ te auf den Stralsen stehn . 
Die Madchen fli.istem sich ins Ohr : 
"Der stieg wohl aus dem Grab hervor." 
Ach nein , ihr lieben Jungfraulein, 
Der steigt erst in das Grab hinein . 
Er hat verloren seinen Schatz, 
Qrum ist das Grab der beste Platz , 
Wo er am besten liegen mag 
Und schlafen bis zum Ji.ingsten Tag. 
- tleinrich Heine 
From Liederkreis, Op. 39 
Waldesgesprach 
Es ist schon spat, es ist schon kalt, 
Was reitest du einsam durch den Wald? 
Der Wald ist Jang, du bist allein, 
Du schone Braut! Ich fi.ihr dich heim! 
"Grols ist der Manner Trug und List, 
Vor Schmerz mein Herz gebrochen ist, 
Wohl irrt das Waldhom her und hin, 
O flieh! Ou weilst nicht , wer rich bin ." 
"So reich geschmi.ickt ist Rois und Weib, 
So wunderschon der junge Leib, 
Jetzt kenn ich dich-Gott steh rnir bei! 
.Du bist die Hexe Lorelei." 
, ennst mich wohl-vom hohen Stein 
Su aut still mein Schlols in den Rhein . 
Es ist schon spat, es ist schon kalt, 
Kommst nimmermehr aus diesem Wald ." 
Within my heart, there lies an ache 
"Within my heart there lies an ache 
that will break my heart apart; 
where ver I stay, wherever I go, 
it is always pushing me onward. 
"It drives me to my beloved 's presence, 
as if Grete could heal it; 
but when I see my woe in her eyes , 
I must hurry away from there. 
"I climb to the heights of the mountain , 
for there one can be alone ; 
and when I stay up there silen tly, 
then I stand mutely and weep." 
Poor Peter staggers past 
Poor Peter staggers past, 
quite slowly, as pale as a corpse, and shy. 
When they see him, 
the people in the street almost stop in their tracks . 
Maidens whisper in one another's ears: 
"Surely he has risen from the grave!" 
But no, dear young gir ls, 
he has not yet climbed into his grave. 
He has lost his love; 
therefore the grave is the best place for him. 
There he might best lie 
and sleep until Judgment Day. 
- Trans. by Emily Ezust 
Encounter in the Woods 
It is already late, it is _already cold, 
why do you ride alone through the wood? The 
wood is vast, you are alone. 
You fair bride! I will lead you home! 
"Great are men 's deceitfulness and 
cunning, my heart has broken with pain, 
the forest horn strays here and there, 
Oh flee! You do not know who I am." 
"Both the lady and the mount are richly decked , 
and the young form so fair, 
now I recognize you-God stand by me! 
You are the witch Loreley." 
"You recognize me well-my castle 
gazes down into the Rhein. 
It is already late, it is already cold, 
You shall never again leave these woods!" 
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Mondnacht 
Es war, als hatt der Himmel, 
Die Erde still geki.illt, 
DaB sie im Bliitenschimmer 
Von ihm nun traumen mi.illt. 
Die Luft ging <lurch die Felder, 
Die Ahren wogten sacht, 
Es rauschten leis die Walder, 
So sternklar war die Nacht. 
Und meine Seele spann te 
Weit ihre Fliigel aus, 
Flog <lurch die stillen Lande, 
Als £loge sie nach Haus. 
Wehmut 
Ich kann wohl manchmal singen 
Als ob ich frohlich sei, 
Doch heimlich Tranen dringen 
Da wird das Herz mir frei . 
Es !assen Nachtigallen, 
Spielt draussen Friihlingsluft 
Der Sehnsucht Lied erschallen 
Aus ihres Kerkers Cruft. 
Da lauschen alle Herzen 
Und alles ist erfreut 
Doch keiner fiihlt die Schmerzen 
Im Lied das tiefe Leid. 
Friihlingsnacht 
Uberm Garten <lurch die Liifte 
Hort' ich Wandervogel zieh'n 
Das bedeutet Friihlingsdiifte 
Unten fangt's schon an zu bliih'n . 
Jauchzen mocht' ich, mochte weinen 
1st mir's doch als konnt's nicht sein! 
Alte Wunder wieder scheinen 
Mit dem Mondesglanz herein . 
Und der Mond , die Sterne sagen's 
Und im Traume rauscht's der Hain 
Und die Nachtigallen schlagen's: 
"Sie ist deine, sie ist dein!" 
- Josef Karl Benedikt von Eichendorff 
Spanische Liebeslieder, Op. 138 
II. 
Tief im Herzen trag' ich Pein, 
muss nach auBen stille sein; 
den geliebten Schmerz verhehle 
tief ich vor der Welt Gesicht, 
und es fiihlt ihn nur die Seele, 
Moonlit Night 
It was as if the heavens 
had quietly kissed the earth , 
so that she, in a shower of blossoms , 
could only dream of him . 
The breeze wafted through the fields, 
The ears of com swayed gently, 
The fores ts rustled faintly, 
So sparkling clear was the night. 
And my soul stretched 
its wings out far, 
it flew through the still lands, 
as if it were flying home. 
Sadness 
Sometimes I can sing 
as if I were glad , 
yet secre tly tears well 
and free my heart. 
Nigh tingales , when, outside, 
spring breeze s play, 
let sound their song of longing 
from their dungeon's depth . 
At which all hearts hearken, 
and everyone delights , 
yet no one feels the pain, 
the deep sorrow in the song . 
Spring Night 
Above the garden across the sky 
1 heard the bird s of passage wing, 
a sign that spring is in the air, 
that blossom time is come . 
I could sh9ut for joy, could weep , 
I feel it cannot be. 
Old wonders reappear, 
with the gleaming moon . 
And the moon and the stars say it, 
and the wood , dreaming, murmurs it, 
and the nightingales sing it: 
"she is your s, she is yours !" 
- Trans . by Emily Ezust 
II. 
Deep in my heart I bear suffering, 
outwardly I must be silent ; 
the cherished pain I hide 
deep from the world's sight ; 
and only the soul feels it, 
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denn der Leib verdient ihn nicht. 
Wie der Funke, frei und licht, 
sich verbir gt im Kieselstein, 
trag' ich innen tief die Pein. 
III. 
O wie lieblich ist das Madchen, 
wie so schi:in und voll Anmuth, 
wie so schi:in! 
Sag' mir an, du wach'rer Seemann, 
der du lebst auf deinem Schiffe, 
ob das Schiff und seine Segel, 
ob die Sterne wohl so schi:in sind! 
O wie lieblich . .. 
Sag' mir an, du stolzer Ritter, 
der du gehst im blanken Harnisch, 
ob / Rofs und ob die Riistung, 
ol};, chlachten wohl so schi:in sind! 
~ .. 
0 wie lieblich .. . 
Sag' mir an, du Hirtenknabe, 
der du deine Herde weidest, 
ob die Lammer , ob die Matten, 
ob die Berge wohl so schon sind! 
0 wie lieblich ... 
V. 
Flutenr eicher Ebro, bli.ihendes Ufer, 
all'ihr gri.inen Matten, Schatten des Waldes , 
fraget die Geliebte, die unter euch ruhet , 
ob in ihrem Gli.icke sie meiner gedenket! 
Und ihr tauigen Perlen, die ihr im Friihrot 
den grunenden Rasen bunt rnit Farben 
schmiickt , 
fraget die Geliebte, wenn sie Kiihlung'atrnet, 
ob in ihrem Gli.icke sie meiner gedenket! 
1hr laubi gen Pappeln, schimmemde Pfade, 
wo leichten Fufses mein Madchen wandelt, 
wenn sie euch begegnet, fragt sie, fragt sie, 
ob in ihrem Gliicke sie meiner gedenket! 
1hr schwarmenden Vogel, die den 
. Sonnenaufgang 
, : nd ihr begriisset rnit Flotenstimmen, 
t die Geliebte, dieses Ufers Blume, 
ob m ihrem Gli.icke sie meiner gedenket. 
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since the body deserves it not. 
As the spark, free and bright, 
hides itself in the flint, 
I bear my suffering deep within. 
- Trans. by Eric Sams 
III. 
Oh, how lovely is the maiden, 
How beautiful and full of charm, 
How beautiful! 
Tell me, you valiant sailor, 
You who live on your ship, 
If the ship and its sails, 
If the stars are possibly so beautiful! 
Oh, how lovely ... 
Tell me, you proud knight, 
You who go in shiny armor, 
If the steed and if the weapons, 
If the battles are possibly so beautiful! 
Oh, how lovely ... 
Tell me, you shepherd boy, 
You who pasture your herd, 
If the lambs, if the meadows, 
If the mountains are possibly so beautiful! 
Oh, how lovely ... 
- Trans . by Katherine FitzGibbon 
V. 
Full-flowing Ebro, flowering banks, 
all you green meadows and shadows of the forest, 
ask my beloved , who dwells in your midst, 
if she thinks of me in her happine ss! 
And you pearly dewdrops, who in the rosy dawn 
bedeck the greening lawn with 
so many colors, 
ask my beloved, when she breathes the cool air, 
if she thinks of me in her happine ss! 
You leafy poplars, you shimmering paths 
where with light foot my maiden treads , 
when she comes to you, ask her, ask her, 
if she thinks of me in her happiness! 
You soaring birds , who greet 
the sunrise 
singing with flute-like voices, 
ask my beloved, my flower of the riverbank, 
if she thinks of me in her happine ss! 
- Trans . by Donald Collup 
VII. 
Weh, wie zomig ist das Madchen , 
weh, wie zomig, weh , weh! 
Im Gebirge geht das Madchen 
ihrer Hertle hinterher , 
ist so schon wie die Blumen , 
ist so zomig wie das Meer. 
VIII. 
VII. 
Alas, how angry is the maiden, 
Alas, how angry, alas, alas! 
In the mountains , the maiden goes along 
behind her herd , 
Is as beautiful as the flowers , 
Is as angry as the sea . 
VIII. 
Hoch , hoch sind die Berge und steil ist ihr Pfad ; High, high are the mountains , and steep is their 
Die Brunnen spriih'n Wasser und rieseln in's 
Kraut . 
path; 
The springs spray water and dri zzle into the 
plants. 
0 Mutter , o Mutter, lieb' Mi.itterlein du; Oh mother , oh mother , you dear little mother , 
dort , dort in die Berge mit den Gipfeln so stolz , There, there in the mountains, with the peaks so 
da ging eines Morgens mein si.issester Freund . 
proud, 
There went, one morning, my sweet est 
boyfriend . 
Wohl rief ich zuri.ick ihn mit Zeichen und Wort, I tried to call him back with gesture and word , 
wohl wink 't ich mit alien fi.inf Fingem zuri.ick, I tried to wave him back with all five fine 
wohl rief ich zuri.ick ihn mit Zeichen und Wort! I tried to call him back with gesture and 
Hoch, hoch sind die Berge.. . High, high are the mountains ... 
IX. 
Blaue Augen hat das Madchen, 
wer verliebte sich nicht d'rein! 
Sind so reizend, zum Entzi.icken, 
dass sie jedes Herz bestricken , 
wissen doch so stolz zu blicken, 
dass sie eitel schaffen Pein . 
Blaue Augen ... 
Machen Ruh' und Wohlbefinden, 
Sinnen und Erinn'rung schwinden, 
wissen stets zu i.iberwinden 
mit dem spielend si.issen Schein. 
Blaue Augen .. . 
Keiner, der geschaut ihr Prangen, 
ist noch ihrem Netz entgangen, 
alle Welt begehrt zu hangen 
Tag und Nacht an ihrem Schein . 
Blaue Augen ... 
X. 
Dunkler Lichtglanz, blinder Blick, 
todtes Leben, Lust voll Plage , 
Gl:uck, erfi.illt von Missgeschick , 
tri.ibes Lachen, frohe Klage, 
si.isse Galle, holde Pein, 
Fried' und Krieg in einem Herzen , 
das kannst , Liebe, du nur sein , 
mit der Lust , erkauft durch Schmerzen , 
Liebe, das kannst du nur sein . 
- Emmanuel von Geibel 
IX. 
Blue eyes has the maiden, 
Who wouldn't fall in love with them! 
They are so charming, so delightful , 
That they captivate every heart , 
But know how to look so proud 
That they frivolously cause pain! 
Blue eyes ... 
When they make peace and comfort , 
Sense and memory disappear , 
They constantly know how to triumph 
With their playful , sweet glint! 
Blue eyeii ... 
No one, who looks at their shine , 
Has escaped their net , 
The whole world wants to be hung up, 
Day and night , in their glow. 
Blue eyes ... 
X. 
Dark glimmer, blind gaze, 
Dead life, desire and torment, 
Happiness fulfilled by misfortune , 
Dark laughter , happy lament , 
Sweet rancor , gracious pain , 
Peace and war in a single heart, 
That , love, only you can be! 
With desire bought by pain, 
Love, only you can be . 
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JOHANNES BRAHMS 
(1833-1897) 
O schone Nacht 
O schone Nacht, 
am Himmel miirchenhaft ergliinzt der Mond in 
seiner ganzen Pracht; 
Um ihn der kleinen Sterne liebliche 
Genossenschaft. 
0 schone Nac ht, 
Es schimmert hell der Tau am griinen Halm ; 
Mit Macht im Fliederbusche schliigt die 
Nachtigall . 
Der Knabe schleicht zu seiner Liebsten sacht. 
0 schone Nacht! 
- G.F. Daumer 
Abendlied 
Friedlich bekiimpfen 
Na e sich und Tag; 
w,( zu dampfen, 
wii? s zu losen vermag. 
Der mich bedriickte, 
schliifst du schon, Schmerz? 
Was mich begliickte , 
·was war's <loch, mein Herz? 
Freude wie Kummer, 
fuhl ich, zer ran , 
&ber den Schlummer 
fuhrten sie leise heran. 
Und im Entschweben, 
immer empor, 
kommt mir das Leben 
ganz wie ein Schlummerlied vor. 
- Friedrich Hebbel 
Abendstiindchen 
Hor, es klagt die Flote wieder 
Und die kiihlen Brunnen rauschen, 
Golden wehn die Tone nieder , 
Stille, stille, laJs uns lauschen! 
Holdes Bitten, mild Verlangen, 
Wie es siils zum Herzen spricht! 
Durch die Nacht die mich umfangen, 
Blickt zu mir der Tone Licht. 
- Clem ens Brentano 
.Zigeunerlieder (Gypsy Songs) 
chgetiirmte Rimaflut, 
ist du so tri.ib; 
An dem Ufer klag ich 
Laut nach dir, mein Lieb! 
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Oh beautiful night 
Oh beautiful night, 
In the sky, the moon glows , like a fairy-tale, in 
all its magnificence ; 
Around it the loving company of the little stars. 
Oh beautiful night , 
The dew shimmers brightly on the green grass; 
The nightingale flutters mightily in the lilac 
bush . 
The boy steals away gently to his beloved . 
Oh beautiful night! 
- Trans. Katherine FitzGibbon 
Evening Song 
Peacefully struggle 
Night and Day; 
To subdue , 
To dissolve. 
You who oppressed me, 
Do you sleep, Pain? 
You who made me happy, 
What was it then , my Heart? 
Joy just as Sorrow, 
I feel, disappeared , 
But sleep 
led them both back softly. 
And as I float away, 
ever upward, 
It seems to me that life 
is just like a lullaby. 
-Trans. Katherine FitzGibbon 
Evening Serenade 
Hark , the flute laments again 
and the cool springs murmur ; 
golden, the sounds waft down -
be still, be still, let us listen . 
Lovely supplication, gentle longing, 
how sweetly it speaks to the hear t! 
Through the night that enfolds me 
shines the light of the music. 
- Trans . Emily Ezust 
II. High towering Rima waves, 
how turbid you are! 
At the shore I cry 
loudly for you, my love! 
Wellen fliehen , Wellen stri:imen, 
Rauschen an dem Strand heran zu mir . 
An dem Rimaufer IaB mich 
Ewig weinen nach ihr! 
5. Brauner Bursche fiihrt zum Tanze 
Sein blauaugig schi:ines Kind ; 
Schlagt die Sporen keck zusammen, 
Csardasmelodie beginnt. 
Kulst und herzt sein siilses Taubchen , 
Dreht sie, fiihrt sie, jauchzt und springt; 
Wirft drei blanke Silbergulden 
Auf das Zimba!, dais es klingt. 
9. Weit und breit schaut niemand mich an, 
und wenn sie mich hassen , was liegt mir dran? 
Nur mein Schatz der soil mich lieben allezeit , 
soil mich ku ssen, umarmen und herzen in 
Ewigkeit. 
Kein Stern blickt in finsterer Nacht; 
keine Blum mir strah lt in duftiger Pracht. 
Deine Augen sind mir Blumen Sternenschein, 
die mir leuchten so freundlich, die bliihen nur 
mir allein. 
- German Texts by Hugo Conrat , based on a 
Hungarian folk text 
Spanisches Liederspiel 
1. Begegnung 
Von dem Rosenbusch, o Mutter, 
von den Rosen komm ich . 
An den Ufern jenes Wassers 
sah ich Rosen stehn und Knospen; 
von den Rosen komm ich. 
An den Ufern jenes Flusses 
sah ich Rosen stehn in Blute, 
brach mit Seufzen mir die Rosen 
von dem Rosenbusch; 
0 Mutter, von den Rosen komm ich. 
Und am Rosenbusch, o Mutter 
einen Jungling sah ich, 
An den Ufern jenes Wassers 
einen schlanken Jungling sah ich, 
einen Jungling sah ich. 
An den Ufern jenes Flusses 
sucht nach Rosen auch der Jungling , 
viele Rosen pfluckt er, viele Rosen, 
und mit Lacheln brach die schi:inste er, 
gab mit Seufzen mir die Rose. 
Von dem Rosenbusch, 
o Mutter , von dem Rosen komm ich. 
Waves are rushing to and fro, 
Flooding towards me on the shore; 
On Rima's bank s let me forever weep 
for her! 
5. The bronzed lad leads his lovely, 
blue-eyed sweetheart to the dance. 
He kicks his spurs together boldly 
as the Czardas melody begins, 
kisses and caresses his sweet little dove, 
whirls her, lead s her, shouts and leaps for joy, 
and throws three shiny silver guilders 
on the cymbal, making it ring. 
9. Far and wide no one notices me 
and if they hate me, what do I care? 
Only my darling sha ll love me always, 
shall kiss me, embrace me, and caress me 
forever . 
Not a single star shines in the dark night, 
not a single flower blooms in fragrant splend or. 
To me, your eyes are flowers and starlight that 
shine so kindly on me, 
and bloom for me alone. 
Book of Spanish Songs 
1. First Encounter 
From the rose bush, 0 Mother, 
I am coming. 
On the banks of the water 
I saw roses and rosebuds ; 
From th~rose bush, I am coming. 
On the banks of that river 
I saw roses in bloom ; 
Plucked the roses, sighing . 
From the rose bush , 
0 Mother, I am coming . 
And at the rose bush, 0 Mother, 
I saw a young man , 
I saw a slender young man on the banks of the 
water, 
I saw a young man . 
On the banks of that river 
the young man looked for roses too, 
He plucked man y roses. 
And, smiling, he plucked the most beautifu' 
And he gave me the rose, sighing. 
From the rose bush , 
0 Mother, I am coming. 
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2. Intermezzo 
Und schlafst du, mein Madchen, 
auf! Offne du mir; 
denn die Stund' ist gekommen , 
da wir wandem von hier; 
und bist ohne Sohlen, 
leg' keine dir an ; 
durch reisende Wasser 
geht uns ere Bahn . 
Durch die tief, tiefen Wasser 
des Guadalquivir; 
denn die Stund' ist gekommen, 
da wir wandern von hier. 
3. Liebesgram 
Dereinst, dereinst, o Gedanke mein, 
wirst ruhig sein. 
Lalst Liebesglu t 
dich still nicht werden, 
in kiihler Erden , 
da _.~ lafst du gut , 
u / e Pein 
w1'.':c. uhig sein . 
Was du im Leben nicht hast gefunden, 
wenn es entschwunden, wird dir's gegeben; 
dann ohne Wunden und ohne Pein 
wirst ruhi g sein . 
4. In der Nacht 
Alie ging en, Herz , zur Ruh, 
alle schl afen, nur nicht du. 
Denn der hoffnungslose Kummer 
scheucht von deinem Bett den Schlummer, 
und dein Sinnen schweift in sturnmer 
Sorge seiner Liebe zu . 
5. Es ist verraten 
Dais ihr steht in Liebesglut, 
Schlaue , lalst sich leicht gewahren, 
denn die Wangen offenbaren , 
was geheim im Herzen ruht. 
Stets an Seufzern sich zu weiden, 
stets zu weinen sta tt zu sin gen, 
wach die Nachte hinzubringen 
und den siilsen Schlaf zu meiden ; 
Das sind Zeich en jener Glut , 
die dein Antlitz lalst gewahren , 
und die Wangen offenbaren, 
· was geheim im Herz en ruht. 
ihr steht in Liebe sglut , 
Schlaue , lalst sich leicht gewahren , 
denn die Wan gen offenbaren , 
was geheim im Herzen ruht. 
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2. Intermezzo 
And if you 're sleeping, maiden, 
up! Open the door for me, 
For the hour has come 
for us to wander away from here; 
And if you are wearing no shoes, 
no one will put any on you , 
Through rushing water 
our path will go, 
Through the deep , deep water 
of the Guadalquivir . 
For the hour has come 
for us to wander away from here . 
3. Love's Sorrow 
Some day, some day, 0 thought of mine , 
You will be at peace. 
Love's passion 
does not let you be calm , 
In cool earth , 
you will sleep well 
And without pain; 
you will be at peace. 
Whatever you have not found in life, 
When it is over , it will be given to you ; 
Then, without wounds and without pain, 
you will be at peace. 
4. In the Night 
Everyone goes to rest, heart, 
Everyone sleeps , only not you . 
For the hopeless worry 
chases slumber away from your bed , 
And your senses stray in the mute 
sorrow of love. 
5. It is Betrayed 
That you live in love's passion , 
Sly one, it is easy to perceive , 
Because your cheeks make public 
That which rests secretly in your heart. 
Always reveling in sighing , 
Always weeping rather than singing, 
Spending nights awake 
And avoiding sweet sleep: 
These are signs of that passion, 
That your face makes obvious , 
And your cheeks make public, 
That which rests secretly in your heart. 
That you live in love's pa ssion , 
Sly one, it is easy to perceive, 
Because your cheeks make public 
That which rests secretly in your heart. 
6. Melancholie 
Wann, wann erscheint der Morgen, 
wann denn! 
der mein Leben lost aus diesen Banden? 
Ihr Augen , vom Leide so triibe , 
saht nur Qua! fur Liebe, 
saht nicht eine Freude , 
saht nur Wunde auf Wunde, 
Schrnerz auf Schmerz mir geben, 
und im langen Leben 
keine frohe Stunde . 
Wenn es endlich doch geschahe , 
daf.s ich sah' die Stunde, 
wo ich nimmer sahe! 
Wann erscheint der Morgen, 
der mein Leben lost aus diesen Banden? 
7. Gestandis 
Also lieb' ich Euch, Geliebte, 
daf.s mein Herz es nicht mag wagen , 
irgend einen Wunsch zu tragen, 
also lieb' ich Euch! 
Denn wenn ich zu wiinschen wagte, 
hoffen wiird' ich auch zugleich ; 
wenn ich nicht zu hoffen zagte , 
weif.s ich wohl, erziimt ich Euch . 
Darum ruf ich ganz alleine 
nur dem Tod, daf.s er erscheine , 
weil mein Herz es nicht mag wagen, 
einen andern Wunsch zu tragen, 
also lieb' ich Euch! 
8. Botschaft 
Nelken wind' ich und Jasmin, 
und es denkt mein Herz an ihn. 
Nelken all', ihr flammenroten , 
die der Morgen mir beschert , 
zu ihm send' ich euch als Boten 
jener Glut , die mich verzehrt. 
Und ihr weif.sen Bliiten wert, 
sanft mit Di.iften grill.set ihn 
sagt ihm, daf.s ich bleich vor Sehnen, 
daf.s ich auf ihn harr' in Tranen. 
Nelken wind' ich und Jasmin 
und es denkt mein Herz an ihn . 
Tausend Blumen, tauum£lossen , 
find' ich neu im Tai erwacht ; 
alle sind erst heut ' entsprossen 
aber hin ist ihre Pracht, 
wenn der nachste Morgen lacht. 
Sprich , du duftiger Jasmin , 
sprecht, ihr flamrnenroten Nelken, 
6. Melancholie 
When, when will the morning appear, 
When , then , 
will it free my life from these shackles? 
You eyes, so cloudy from suffering , 
Saw only torment for love, 
did not see a single joy; 
Saw only wound after wound , 
pain after pain given to me, 
And in a long We, 
not a single happy hour. 
When will it finally happen , 
that I will see the hour , 
Where I will nevermore see! 
When will the morning appear, 
Will it free me from these shackles? 
7. Confession 
Thus I love you, beloved, 
That my heart cannot dare , 
To make any wish, 
Thus I love you! 
Because if I dared to make a wish, 
I would hope at the same time; 
If I didn 't stop that hope, 
I know I would annoy you. 
Because of that , I call, alone, 
For death to come, 
Because my heart cannot dare , 
To make another wish . 
Thus I love you! 
8. Message 
I weave carnations and jasmine, 
And my heart thinks of him. 
All of yoi:i flame-red carnations, 
That the morning has bestowed upon me, 
I send you to him as a message 
Of that passion that consumes me . 
And you white blossoms , 
Greet him gently with fragrance, 
Tell him, that I am pale with longing , 
That I await him with tears. 
I weave carnations and jasmine, 
And my heart thinks of him . 
A thousand flowers, dripping with dew, 
I find newly awakened in the valley ; 
All of them just sprouted today, 
But gone is their magnificence , 
When the next morning laughs . 
Speak, you fragrant jasmine , 
Speak, you flame-red carnations, 
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kann so schnell auch Liebe welken? 
Ach es denkt mein Herz an ihn! 
9. Ich bin geliebt 
Megen alle bosen Zungen 
immer sprechen, was beliebt. 
Wer mich liebt, den lieb ' ich wieder, 
und ich weiss , ich bin geliebt. 
Schlimme, schlimme Reden fliistern eure 
Zungen schonungslos , 
<loch ich weif3 es, sie sind liistern 
nach unschuld 'gem Blute blos . 
Nimmer soil es mich bekiimmem , 
schwatzt so vie! es euch beliebt. 
Wer mich liebt, den lieb' ich wieder, 
und ich weiss, ich bin geliebt. 
Zur Verleumdung sich verstehet nur, 
Wf' Lieb' und Gunst gebrach , 
11~ ihm selber elend gehet 
ut. n niemand nimmt und mag. 
Damm denk' ich, dais die Liebe, 
drum sie schmahn, mir Ehre gibt. 
Wer mich liebt, den lieb' ich wieder , 
Und ich weiss, ich bin geliebt. 
Wenn ich war' aus Stein und Eisen, 
, mochtet ihr darauf bestehn, 
dais ich sollte von mir weisen 
Liebesgruis und Liebesflehn; 
<loch mein Herzlein ist nun !eider weich, 
wie 's Gott uns Menschen gibt. 
Wer mich liebt, den lieb' ich wieder, 
und ich weiss, ich bin geliebt. 
Zwei Ve11etia11isc/1e Lieder, Op. 25 
1. Leis ' rud ern hier, 
Mein Gondolier , 
Leis ', leis'! 
Die Flut vom Ruder spriihn so leise. 
Lais, dais sie uns nur 
Vemimmt , zu der wir zieh'n! 
O konnte , wie er schauen kann, 
Der Himmel redentraun, 
Er sprache vieles wohl von dem, 
Was nacht s die Sterne schau'n! 
Leis '! 




Can love wither so quickly too? 
Oh my heart thinks of him! 
9. I am loved 
May all evil tongues 
always say what they like. 
Whoever loves me, I'll love back, 
and I know I am loved. 
Your tongues whisper wicked 
rumors mercilessl y, 
But I know that they are merel y 
hungry for innocent blood . 
It will never concern me, 
you can talk all you want . 
Whoever loves me, I'll love back, 
and I know I am loved. 
Slander is the only thing understood 
By the person who lacks love and affection, 
Because he himself is miserable, 
and no one likes him. 
Therefore I think that love, 
which they revile , gives me honor. 
Whoever loves me, I'll love back, 
and I know I am loved. 
If I were made of stone and iron, 
you could insist 
That I should reject 
love's greeting and love's plea . 
But my little heart is unfortunately soft, 
as God grants us humans. 
Whoever loves me, I'll love back, 
and I know I am loved. 
- Trans . by Katherine FitzGibbon 
1. Row quietly here , 
My Gondolier, 
Quietly, quietly! 
Let the water spray from the oar so quietly 
That only she to whom we are going 
can hear us! 
Oh, if the sky could speak 
as well as it can gaze down, 
It would surely tell a lot abou t 
What the stars see at night. 
Quietl y! 
Now stop here 
My Gondolier, 
Softly, softly! 
Ins Boot die Ruder! sacht! 
Auf zum Balkone schwing' ich mich, 
Doch du haltst unten Wacht , 
0 wollten halb so eifrig nur 
Dem Himmel wir uns weih'n, 
Als schoner Weiber Diensten trau'n, 
Wir konnten Engel sein! Sacht! 
2. Wenn <lurch die Piazetta 
die Abendluft weht, 
dann weillt du, Ninetta, 
Wer wartend hier steht. 
Du weillt, wer trotz Schleier 
und Maske dich kennt, 
Wie Amor die Venus 
am Nachtfirmament. 
Ein Schifferkleid trag ' ich 
zur selbigen Zeit, 
und zittemd dir sag' ich: 
das Boot liegt bereit! 
0 komm, wo den Mond 
noch Wolken umzieh'n, 
laB <lurch die Lagunen, 
mein Leben, uns flieh'n! 
Du bist wie eine Blume, Op. 25 
Du bist wie eine Blume 
so schon, so rein und hold; 
ich schau' dich an, und Wehmut 
schleicht mir ins Herz hinein . 
Mir ist, als ob ich die Hiinde 
aufs Haupt dir legen sollt', 
betend, dais Gott dich erhalte 
so schon , so rein und hold. 
- Heinrich Heine 
Schone Wiege, Op. 24 
Schone Wiege meiner Leiden, 
schones Grabmal meiner Ruh' , 
schone Stadt , wir miissen scheiden, -
Lebe wohl! ruf' ich dir zu. 
Lebe wohl, du heil'ge Schwelle, 
wo da wandelt Liebchen traut; 
lebe wohl! du heil'ge Stelle, 
wo ich sie zuerst geschaut. 
Hatt' ich dich doch nie gesehen, 
schone Herzenskonigin! 
Nimmer war' es dann geschehen, 
dais ich jetzt so elend bin. 
Put the oars into the boat , softly, 
I will climb up to the balcon y, 
But you keep watch below. 
Oh , if we would only devote ourselves 
To heaven half as eagerly as we do 
To the service of beautiful women, 
We could surely be angels! Softly! 
2. When through the piazetta 
the evening breezes blow, 
then you know , Ninetta, 
who stands waiting here. 
You know who recogni zes you 
in spite of veil and mask, 
as Amor knows Venus 
in the night sky. 
A boatman's garb 
I wear at the same time, 
and, trembling, I say to you: 
The boat is ready! 
Oh, come where clouds 
still pass across the moon ; 
let us flee through the lagoons, 
my darling! 
You are like a flower 
You are like a flower , 
so beautiful , so pure and fair; 
I look at you and melancholy 
steals into my heart. 
I feel as if I ought to place my hands 
on your head 
and pray God to keep you 
so beautiful, so pure and fair. 
Beautiful cradle 
Beautiful cradle of my sorrows, 
beautiful tombstone of my repose , 
beautiful city, we must part; 
I bid you farewell. 
Farewell, sacred threshold 
where my sweetheart walks, 
farewell , sacred place 
where I first saw her. 
I wish I had never seen you, 
beautiful queen of my heart ; 
then I would never have 
become so miserable . 
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Nie wollt' ich dein Herze ruhren, 
Liebe hab' ich nie erfleht; 
nur ein stilles Leben fiihren 
wollt' ich, wo dein Odem weht. 
Doch du drangst mich selbst von hinnen, 
bittre Worte spric ht dein Mund ; 
Wahnsinn wiihlt in meinen Sinnen, 
und mein Herz ist krank und wund. 
Und die Glieder matt und trage 
schlepp' ich fort am Wanderstab, 
bis mein miides Haupt ich lege 
feme in ein kiihles Grab. 
Vier Husaren Lieder, Opus 117 
1. Der Husar, trara! 
Der_ 1sar, trara! Was ist die gefahr? 
liebster Schatz! 
t , mit einem Satz 
1st er da, trara! 
Der Husar , trara! Was ist die gefahr? 
Sein Wein; flink! flink! 
Sabel blink! Sabel trink! Trink blut! Trara! 
Der Husar, trara! Was ist die gefahr? 
Sein herzlieb sterklang , 
Se,in Leibgesang, Schlafgesang, trara! 
2. Der leidige Frieden 
Der leidige Frieden hat lange gewahrt, 
Wir waren geschieden mein gutes Schwert! 
Derweil ich gekostet im Keller den Wein, 
Hingst du verrostet an der wand allein. 
Von Sorte zu Sorte probiert ich den Wein, 
• In <lessen dortte das Blut dir ein 
1st endlich entglommen der heisse Streit 
Mein schwert, und gekommen ist deine Zeit. 
lch geb deiner Klingen den blanken 5<:hliff 
lch lasse dich singen den Todespfiff, 
Im Pulverneb el die Arbeit rauscht 
Wir haben , o Sabel die Freuden getauscht. 
Im brau senden Moste, mein durstiges Erz, 
Betrinke dich, koste von Herz zu Herz ; 
Derweil du gekostet das ro.te Blut 
1st mir eingerostet der Hals vor Glut. 
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I never wanted to tou ch your heart , 
I never implored your love; 
all I wanted was to lead a quiet life 
within reach of your sweet breath . 
But you yourself are driving me away from here ; 
your lips speak bitter words; 
madness rages in my mind 
and my heart is sick and sore. 
And my limbs, weary and numbed, 
I drag along, I drag them along, propped on my 
pilgrim's staff, 
until I lay down my tired head 
far from here in a cold grave. 
1. Hurrah for the Hussar! 
Hurrah for the Hussar! 
What's danger to him? 
His dearest sweetheart 
She beckons, with a bound he's at her side, trara! 
Hurrah for the Hussar! What's danger to him? 
His wine; let it swiftly flow! 
His sabre! Let it drink! Drink blood! Trara! 
Hurrah for the Hussar! What's danger to him? 
The sound he loves best, 
His favorite song, his lullaby , trara! 
2. The tedious peace 
The tedious peace lasted too long , 
We had parted company , my trusty sword and I! 
While in the cellar I sampled the wines, 
you were hanging rusty on the wall. 
Each grape variety I tasted in turn, 
the blood meanwhile dried on you. 
Hot strife at last flared up, 
0 my sword, and your moment had come. 
I scour once more your bright blade , 
I let you whistle your deadly song, 
In gunpowder's haze you clash as you work, 
we have, o sabre, exchanged our joys. 
In the foaming new wine, my thirsty blade, drink 
deep and taste from heart to heart ; 
While you've been tasting crimson blood, 
my throat grew dry with ardor. 
3. Den Griinen Zeigem 
Den grilnen Zeigem, 
Den roten Wangen, 
Den lustigen Geigem 
Bin ich nachgegangen 
Von Schenk' zu Schenk', 
Solang' ich denk'. 
Am Tschako_jetz trag' ich 
Die gri.inen Aste, 
Rote Wangen, die schlag' ich 
Den Feinden aufs beste, 
Kanonengebrumm 
Musiziert herum. 
4. Da liegt der Feinde gestreckte Schar 
Der liegt der Feinde gestreckte Schar, 
Sie liegt in ihrem blutroten Blut. 
Wie haut er so scharf, wie haut er so gut, 
Der flinke Husar! 
Der liegen sie, ha! So bleich und rot, 
Es zittem und wanken noch , husch! husch! 
Ihre Seelen auf seinem Federbusch; 
Da liegen sie tot. 
Und wieder ruft der Trompetenruf, 
Er wischt an die Mahne sein nasses Schwert, 
Und weiter springt sein lustiges Pferd 
Mit rotem Huf . 
Walzer (Waltz) 
3. Green wine-bushes 
Green wine-bushes, 
red cheeks , 
Happy fiddlers 
these I have followed 
from inn to inn, 
for as long as I can remember. 
In my shako now I wear 
the green branches , 
I treat the foe to red cheeks 
with a will, 
the roar of the cannon 
makes music all around. 
4. There lies the foe stretched out 
There lies the foe stre tched out, 
Lying in its blood-red blood . 
How sharply he strikes, how well he strikP 
the nimble hussar! 
There they lie, aha, so pale and red, 
hush , hush, their souls are still trembling and reel-
ing on his helmet 's plume; 
There they lie all dead. 
And again the trumpet calls, he wipes his wet 
sword on the horse's mane , 
And his frisky steed gallops on 
With red hooves. 
Horch! Welch ein si.ifses harmonisches Klingen, Listen! What a sweet harmonious sound, 
Fli.istem erhebt sich zum jubelnden Laut. whispers raise themselves thr ough rejoicing sound. 
Lafs mich dich, reizendes Madchen , Let me embrace you, tempting maiden, 
umschlingen, 
wie ein Geliebter die liebende Braut. like a lovi;:t' his loving bride . 
Komm! LaB rnit den wogenden Ti:inen 
schweben, 
die uns wie Stimmen der Liebe umweh 'n. 
So uns der seligsten Tauschung ergeben, 
gli.icklich es wahnen, was nie kann gescheh'n. 
Come! Let us with surging tones soar , 
that we like voice of love blow along 
So we the blessed delu sion yield, 
lucky to imagine what cannot occur. 
Auge in Auge mit gli.ihenden Wangen, Eye in eye with glowing cheeks, 
bebende Seufzer verlangender Lust! quaking sighs , demanding happiness! 
Ach! Wenn die Stunden der Freude vergangen, Ah! when the hours of joy are gone, 
fi.illet nur trauemde Sehnsucht die Brust, only sad longing fills the breast, 
nimmer erbli.iht, was einmal verbli.iht 
nie wird die rosige Jugend uns neu, 
o drum, eh' das Feuer der Herzen vergli.iht, 
Liebe um Liebe, noch lachelt der Mai. 
- Johann Peter Lyser 
never flowering , what once bloomed, 
never again will the rosy youth be new 
o therefore, e'er the fire of hearts extinguish, 
love to love, May will yet laugh . 
40 
ver Abendstem 
Bist du denn wirklich so fem, 
liebJjcher, gliinzender Stem? 
Sehne mich stiind lich van hier, 
Wandelnder, Heimlich zu dir. 
Blickest so hell <lurch die Nacht, 
still, bis die Sorge erwacht, 
schimmerst am Morgen noch spat, 
matt , wenn die Sonne ersteht. 
Winket dein freundliches Licht 
Frieden und Ruhe, mir nicht? 
Schau ich dich, blinkenden Stem, 
mocht' ich ja sterben so gem. 
Strande 
Traurig schau ich von der Klippe 
auf die Flut, die uns getrennt, 
um· lnbrunst fleht die Lippe , 
scltc einer, Element! 
Furcht ist meiner Seele Meister, 
ach, und Hoffnung schwindet schier; 
nur im Traume bringen Geister 
vom geliebten Kunde mir. 
Die ihr, frohliche Genossen 
gold'ner Tag' in Lust und Schmerz, 
Kummertr anen nie vergosse n, 
ach, ihr kennt nicht meinen Schmerz! 
Sei mir mild, o niicht'ge Stunde, 
auf das Auge senke Ruh, 
holde Geister, fli.istert Kunde 
vom Geliebten dann mir zu. 
- Original text by Robert Burns; German text by 
Wilhelm Gerhard 
Sie liebten sich beide 
Sie liebten sich beide, 
doch keiner wollt' es dem andem gestehn; 
sie sahen sich an so feindlich, 
und wollten vor Liebe vergehn. 
Sie trennt en sich endlich 
un sah'n sich nur noch zuweilen im Traum ; 
sie waren !angst gestorben 
wuBten es selber kaum. 
rich Heine 
41 
The Evening Star 
Are you then really so far, 
lovely, glittering star? 
I long hourly from here, 
fickle one, secretly to you . 
Blink so clear through the night , 
still, until anxiety awakes, 
you shimmer on the morning yet late, 
first, when the sun arises. 
Wink your friendly light 
Peace and rest to me not? 
I gaze on you, blinking star, 
l must after all die so willingly. 
On the Shore 
Sadly gaze I from the cliff 
on the flood that separates us, 
and with ardor my lips implore , 
"spare him, Element!" 
Fear is my Soul 's Master, 
ah, and hope wilts away; 
only in dreams Spirits bring 
tidings from my beloved to me. 
For you, joyful companions, 
golden days in pleasure and pain, 
Tears of grief never shed, 
ah, he knows not my pain! 
Be kind to me, o nightly hour, 
from the eye sinks rest, 
gentle Spirits, whisper tidings 
from loved ones then to me 
They loved each other 
They loved each other, 
yet neither wanted to the other confess; 
they saw themselves as enemies, 
and were willing for love to tran sgress . 
They separated themselves finally 
and see each other now only at times in dreams; 
they had long ago become dead 
and hardly knew it themselves. 
Lorelei 
Ich weiB nicht , was soil es bedeuten , 
daB ich so traurig bin; 
ein Marchen aus alten Zeiten, 
das kommt mir nicht aus dem Sinn . 
Die Luft ist kiihl und es dunk elt, 
und ruhig flieBt der Rhein; 
der Gipfel des Berges funkelt 
im Abendsonnenschein. 
Die schi:inste Jungfrau sitzet 
dort oben wunderbar , 
ihr gold 'ne Geschmeide blitzet , 
sie kammt ihr gold 'nes Ha ar. 
Sie kammt es mit gold'nem Kamme 
und singt ein Lied dabei; 
das hat eine wundersame, 
gewaltige Melodei . 
Den Schiffer im kleinen Schiffe 
ergreift es mit wildem Weh; 
er schaut nicht die Felsenriffe, 
er scha ut nur hinauf in die Hoh'. 
Ich glaube , die Wellen verschlingen 
am Ende Schiffer und Kahn ; 
und das hat mit ihrem Singen 
die Lorelei getan. 
- Heinrich Heine 
I know not , what it must mean , 
that I am so sad; 
a fable from old times, 
that will not leave my senses. 
The bree ze is cool and it darkens , 
and restfully flows the Rhein ; 
the top of the mountains glisten s 
in the sunset. 
The beautiful maiden sits 
there above, marvelous , 
her golden jewelry flashes , 
she combs her golden hair . 
She combs it with a golden comb 
and sings a song at the same time; 
that has an exquisite, 
powerful melody . 
The sailor in the little ship 
is seized with wild pain; 
he sees not the rock-reef, 
he sees only there in the height. 
I believe the waves intertwine 
to the end sailor and skiff; 
and this, with her singing, 
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